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ABSTRACT
The ABJM theory refers to superconformal Chern-Simons-matter theory with product gauge
group UL×UR and level +k,−k, respectively. The theory is a candidate for worldvolume dy-
namics of M2-branes sitting at C4/Zk. By utilizing monopole operators, we prove that ABJM
theory gets enhanced N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry at Chern-Simons levels
k = 1,2. We first show that the ABJM Lagrangian can be written in a manifestly SO(8) invari-
ant form up to certain extra terms. We then show that upon integrating out Chern-Simons gauge
fields these extra terms vanish precisely at levels k = 1,2. Utilizing monopole operators at these
levels, we identify new N = 2 supersymmetry. We demonstrate that they combine with the
manifest N = 6 supersymmetry to close on-shell on N = 8 supersymmetry. We finally show
that the ABJM scalar potential is SO(8) invariant.
1 Introduction
Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena [1] proposed a three-dimensionsl superconformal
field theory as a microscopic description for worldvolume dynamics of multiple M2-branes
on SU(4)×U(1) R-symmetric and N = 6 superconformal M2-branes. Hereafter referred as
ABJM theory, it is defined by a gauged linear sigma model: eight scalar and fermion fields in
the bifundamental representation of quiver gauge group G= G1×G2 coupled to Chern-Simons
gauge theory. Therefore, the ABJM theory is characterized by two integer-valued parameters:
the Chern-Simons level k and rank of the gauge group rank(G). It was proposed [1] that ABJM
theory is holographically dual to Type IIA string theory on AdS4 ×CP3 in the planar limit of
both rank(G) and k infinite while holding ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ (rank(G)/k) fixed and large.
At finite k, the holographic dual is described most appropriately by M theory on AdS4×S7/Zk.
The proposal of [1] provides a Type IIA string or M-theory counterpart of the much studied
AdS/CFT correspondence [2] between Type IIB string on AdS5×S5 and four-dimensional N =
4 super Yang-Mills theory. Interestingly, there are strong indications that the ABJM theory is
integrable, both at weak coupling [3], [4] and strong coupling [5] regimes.
Built upon this holography, it was further anticipated in [1] that the ABJM CFT at Chern-
Simons levels k = 1,2 actually has N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry which are
the symmetries of coincident M2 branes on R1,2 ×R8 or R1,2 × (R8/Z2), respectively. The
purpose of this paper is to prove that the ABJM theory, for all possible rank of gauge groups,
has enhanced N = 8 superconformal symmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry at Chern-Simons level
k = 1,2. Our proof relies crucially on utilizing so-called 3-algebra structure and monopole
operators inherent in this theory. Therefrom, if the Chern-Simons level k takes the value 1 or
2, a set of highly nontrivial algebraic identities follows among the matter fields. Utilizing these
identities, we show that the ABJM theory possesses extra N = 2 supersymmetry that combines
with the existing N = 6 supersymmetry to the fully enhanced N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8)
R-symmetry.
A feature of the ABJM theory is that the gauge dynamics, governed solely by the Chern-
Simons term, is trivial. The Chern-Simons term merely induces braiding statistics to the matter
fields. Consequently, operators built solely from the gauge potential such as holonomy and
magnetic monopole operators WR would not carry any dynamics or scaling dimension, though
they transform in nontrivial representations R under G [6]. Upon coupling matter fields to
the Chern-Simons gauge field, gauge invariant operators are constructible not just from matter
fields alone but also by attaching the holonomy or magnetic monopole operators WR to them.
Made entirely out of gauge potential, the monopole operators are singlets under internal rigid
symmetries such as R-symmetry. As such, monopole operators can produce gauge invariant
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operators with a rich variety of the R-symmetry representations. Recently, through the study
of superconformal index, it was shown that gauge invariant operators containing the monopole
operators WR are indispensable for confirming the AdS/CFT correspondence between the ABJM
theory and the M-theory at finite k [7].
Another feature of ABJM theory is that high degree of supersymmetry restricts permissible
gauge groups, as well as representations of matter contents. In applications to specific prob-
lems, it is useful to formulate the ABJM theory in terms of the Lie algebra g of the gauge
group G and representation R of matter fields. On the other hand, in a formulation that aims at
incorporating all possible gauge groups and matter contents compatible with N = 6 supersym-
metry, it would be more convenient and unifying to use an algebraic structure that underlies all
ABJM theories. It was found in [8] that the pertinent algebraic structure of the ABJM theory
is so-called hermitian 3-algebra A3(C). In this formulation, classification of permissible gauge
groups and representations for N = 6 supersymmetry was carried out in [9]. An infinite class of
them were found, among which the smallest rank G= SO(4)=SU(2)×SU(2) is found identical
to the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) theory [10]. The BLG theory, however, is known to
have real 3-algebra A3(R) and N = 8 supersymmetry. This calls for better understanding un-
der what other choices of the ABJM theory parameters would exhibit the maximally enhanced
N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8) symmetry.
Our proof of enhanced symmetries constitutes in showing that, by utilizing the three-algebra
A3(C) and the monopole operators W , the ABJM theory at Chern-Simons levels k = 1,2 is
expressible as a ‘trial’ BLG theory, where the original real 3-algebra A3(R) is replaced by the
hermitian 3-algebra A3(C). In this way, the N = 8 supersymmetry and the SO(8) R-symmetry
become manifest. Here, ‘trial’ refers to the triality of the SO(8) group.
We should point out that, though details differ somewhat, the symmetry enhancement at
k = 1,2 works for the non-relativistic ABJM theory [11] — the non-relativistic reduction of the
ABJM theory, where only holonomy and monopole operators are known to generate physically
nontrivial correlators [12]. In fact, this theory illustrates in a clean manner intimate relations
among symmetry enhancement between the ABJM and the non-ABJM fields, trivial braiding
statistics for k = 1,2 and bound-states of M-theory momentum modes. Details will be related
to a separate paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize key ideas and provide a
roadmap of our proof. In section 3, we illustrate these key ideas and roadmap for abelian gauge
group. In section 4, we present details of hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) inherent to the ABJM
theory. Also, in section 5, we present properties of monopole operator. In particular, we pay
attention to the general covariance property, which will play a prominent role for foregoing
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considerations. In section 6, we lay down details of closure among so-called the ABJM fields
and the non-ABJM fields – composites made of the ABJM fields and the rank-2 monopole op-
erators. In section 7, we first identify novel N = 2 supersymmetry that act between the ABJM
and the non-ABJM fields. Combining them with the manifest N = 6 supersymmetry yields
the maximal N = 8 supersymmetry we are after. In this section, we check explicitly on-shell
closure of the N = 8 supersymmetry. In section 8, utilizing the similar reasonings, we show
that the ABJM scalar potential is in fact identical to the BLG scalar potential. This demonstrate
SO(8) symmetry of the ABJM scalar potential. By N = 8 supersymmetry, the Yukawa interac-
tions also have SO(8) symmetry. In appendix A, we recall SO(8) gamma matrices and several
relevant Fierz identities. In appendix B, we also recall SO(1,2) gamma matrices. In appendix
C, we summarize branching rule of SO(8) to SU(4)×U(1). In appendix D, we provide Fierz
identities of N = 6 superysmmetry, of the new N = 2 supersymmetry and hence of the full
N = 8 supersymmetry. In appendix, we explain triality rotated, so-called trial BLG theory.
2 Roadmap and Key Ideas
In this section, we shall outline key ideas used and a roadmap to our proof.
3-algebra
Since we shall heavily use the 3-algebra formulation throughout, we here summarize its emer-
gence in the BLG and the ABJM theories. As recalled above, underlying algebraic structure
of the BLG theory was identified with the real 3-algebra A3(R). Its structure constants f bcda
are real-valued and totally antisymmetric in b,c,d 1. The structure was so restrictive that the
only finite-dimensional choice of the gauge group G is SUL(2)×SUR(2)=SO(4). To have more
general gauge groups, it became clear one would have to relax the 3-algebra structure. But it
seemed impossible to do so while keeping all the global symmetries of the BLG theory intact.
A solution to this difficulty was proposed by ABJM [1], where the SO(8) R-symmetry is given
up and only the SU(4)×U(1) part of it is kept manifest. The resulting ABJM theories traded an
infinite class of admissible G with reduced N = 6 supersymmetry and SU(4) R-symmetry.
As recalled above, algebraic structure underlying all admissible ABJM theories is the her-
mitian 3-algebra A3(C) [8]. Its structure constants f bcda are antisymmetric in their two upper
1Note that metric structure of the 3-algebra is not needed for equations of motion and for closing the N = 8
supersymmetry variations, but is imperative for Lagrangian formulation.
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and two lower indices, respectively, and hermitian in the sense that
f ∗bcda = f dabc. (2.1)
In this formulation, we do not need to assume a metric on the 3-algebra since we can use
complex conjugation to raise and lower indices 2. Even though we have no metric, we do have
a trace-form and we can express the ABJM action using this trace-form. We will refer to the
3-algebra without a metric structure as hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) 3. In this way, all admissible
ABJM theories (that includes the BLG theory as one of them) are unified in a single framework
of the 3-algebra A3(·).
The classification of [9] may be viewed as a consequence of the hermitian 3-algebra struc-
ture and the fundamental identity therein. For N = 6, there is an ABJM theory for every
hermitian 3-algebra. A hermitian 3-algebra in turn corresponds to a choice of the gauge group
G based on a semi-simple Lie group. In this paper, shall we consider ABJM theories that
correspond to hermitian 3-algebra, viz. semi-simple Lie group. There can also exists global
U(1)×U(1) symmetry, corresponding to conserved baryon numbers, modulo global identifica-
tions of center elements. In that case, these U(1)s can be gauged. The resulting theory is the
ABJM theory originally proposed [1].
rank-2 monopole operators
In 3-algebra, we have gauge indices a,b, ...= 1, · · · ,dimA3 associated with 3-algebra generators
T a and their complex conjugates that we denote as Ta. The monopole operator that will be useful
for us are those with two gauge indices up or two indices down, W ab and Wab, respectively.
These rank-2 monopole operators can be used to turn the ABJM scalar field ZAa into a field
ZAa = W abZAb and similarly for the ABJM fermion fields. Here A is an index transforming in
the fundamental representation of the global SU(4) R-symmetry of the ABJM theory. With
the rank-2 monopole operators at hand, there are two ways to move the 3-algebra indices of
the ABJM fields up or down. The first is attaching the rank-2 monopole operator as described
above. The second is to take complex conjugate of the ABJM fields. Note that the complex
conjugation acts by raising and lowering both gauge and R-symmetry indices, so the scalar
field ZaA is the complex conjugated field of ZAa , etc. Summarizing, starting from the matter field
ZAa , we can construct ZAa or ZaA by attaching the monopole operator or by complex conjugation,
respectively.
2The hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) without metric structure can also be found in [13].
3The hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) is a generalization of the real 3-algebra A3(R). In particular, this also implies
that the Nambu 3-bracket is also a realization of the hermitian 3-algebra.
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Attaching a monopole operator to a local field renders the composite a non-local operator
since the monopole operator depends in general on the Dirac string. If the Dirac-Schwinger-
Zwanziger quantization condition is obeyed, the Dirac string is unobservable and the monopole
operator becomes a local field configuration. Moreover, the monopole operator is covariantly
constant. Below we shall demonstrate this explicitly for the abelian ABJM theory and find that,
only for Chern-Simons levels k = 1 and 2, the composite operators are local field configura-
tions. This fits nicely with the fact that only at levels k = 1,2 can we expect to have enhanced
supersymmetry and R-symmetry. This is our first evidence that monopole operators should play
some role in symmetry enhancement of ABJM theory.
roadmap
Denote vector, spinor and cospinor representations of SO(8) as 8v,8s,8c, and their basis indices
by I,α, α˙ = 1, · · · ,8, respectively. In the hermitian BLG theory, matter fields are 8v for X Ia and
8s for ψαa. The hermitian BLG theory is then defined by Chern-Simons term and the gauged
matter Lagrangian
Lmatter = −
1
2
DµX IaD
µXaI −
1
12
X IbX
e
I X
J
c X
f
J X
K
g X
d
K f bcda f gae f
+
i
2
ψαaγµDµψαa +
i
4
ψaαΓIα ˙βΓJ ˙βγXIbXJcψ
γd f bcda . (2.2)
We next use the triality of SO(8) group and map the original fields to triality-rotated fields.
This way, we can construct two new trial hermitian BLG theories. In all these theories, the
Chern-Simons term is universal since it is unaffected by the SO(8) triality. We are interested in
the theory obtained by the following triality transformation:
(8v,8s,8c)→ (8s,8c,8v); (I,α, α˙)→ (α, α˙, I). (2.3)
After the transformation, the matter Lagrangian reads
Lmatter = −
1
2
DµXαa DµXaα−
1
12
Xαb X
e
αXβc X
f
β X
γ
gXdγ f bcda f gae f
+
i
2
ψα˙aγµDµψα˙a +
i
4
ψaα˙ψ
˙βbX
α
c X
d
β ΓIαα˙Γ
˙ββ
I f bcda . (2.4)
viz. the matter fields are SO(8) spinors and cospinors 8s,8c and the supersymmetry is SO(8)
vector 8v (see appendix E). The Lagrangian (2.4) is the one related to the ABJM Lagrangian.
To show this, we break SO(8) to SO(6)×SO(2)≃SU(4)×U(1) and decompose the SO(8) spinor
and cospinor fields as
Xaα =
(
ZAa
ZAa
)
, Xαa =
(
ZaA
ZAa
)
6
ψα˙a =
(
ψAa
−ψAa
)
, ψα˙a =
(
ψaA
−ψAa
)
. (2.5)
We also split the SO(8) gamma matrices into SO(6) and SO(2) gamma matrices as ΓI =(ΓM,ΓX)
and denote by ΣM,AB and ΣABM the off-diagonal blocks in ΓM. The details are collected in Ap-
pendix C. The fields ZAa and ψAa as well as their hermitian conjugates are the ABJM scalar
and fermion fields, where upper A is fundamental and lower A is anti-fundamental of SU(4) 4.
The fields ZAa and ψaA are not the ABJM fields — we refer them as ‘non-ABJM fields’. Our
strategy is to relate the non-ABJM fields to the ABJM fields by means of the monopole opera-
tors W ab,Wab, since these operators are the unique tensors that can raise or lower indices gauge
covariantly.
After the decomposition, we find the matter Lagrangian as
Lmatter = −DµZAa DµZaA− iψAaγµDµψAa
+i
(
−ψAaψAbZBc ZdB +2ψBaψAbZAc ZdA
)
f bcda
−
(
1
2
εABCDψBbZaAZdDψBc +
1
2
εABCDψBaZAb ZDc ψCd
)
f bcda
−
2
3
(
f abgh f che f − 12 f
ab
eh f chg f
)
ZAa ZeAZ
B
b Z
f
BZ
C
c Z
g
C
+ · · · (2.6)
The terms shown depend only on the ABJM fields and hence yields the ABJM Lagrangian. The
ellipses denote all other terms that involve the non-ABJM fields. Under what conditions will
the ellipses vanish identically and the trial BLG theory become identical to the ABJM theory?
We find that this is so if the following set of algebraic identities hold:(
ZAc Z
d
A +Z
AdZAc
)
f bcda = 0(
ZAbZBc ZdB +ZdAZ
B
c ZBb
)
f bcda = 0(
ZAbZBcZdC −ZCbZ[AcZ
d
B]
)
f bcda = 0
ψAb
(
ZBcZAd +ZdBZ
A
c
)
f bcda = 0
ψbA
(
ZcBZ
A
d +ZBdZ
Ac
)
f dabc = 0 . (2.7)
We also find the correspondence between the sextet scalar potential in the ABJM theory and the
potential in the generalized trial BLG theory, as demonstrated in section 8. The correspondence
between the ABJM and generalized trial BLG Yukawa coupling terms can be shown .
4Equivalently, they are spinor and cospinor of SO(6).
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If the ABJM Lagrangian is SO(8) invariant, the identities (2.7) should hold in some sense5
and we can express the ABJM Lagrangian in the manifestly SO(8) invariant form as a general-
ized trial BLG Lagrangian. We shall show that (2.7) originate from the flatness condition of the
gauge field strengths
F˜µνba + F˜µνab = 0. (2.8)
and that the identities (2.7) are all related to (2.8) by N = 6 supersymmetry.
To show that there is N = 8 supersymmetry, it is not enough to just show that the Lagrangian
can be written in an SO(8) invariant form. Indeed, we will find that we need a few more
identities of a similar type in order to have closure of N = 8 supersymmetry variations on the
ABJM equations of motion.
Incidentally, the above algebraic identities may be interpreted as constraining the matter
fields6 ZAa ’s. This may be an indication of the feature of the ABJM theory that the true degrees
of freedom scales as N3/2, not as N2.
3 Prelude: abelian ABJM theory
3.1 linear sigma model
To appreciate the symmetry enhancement clearer, we first study the abelian ABJM theory. Here,
of course, the 3-algebra structure is not essential. We start with (2+1)-dimensional linear sigma
model over the target space C4. There are four complex scalar fields ZA and their complex
conjugates (ZA)∗ = ZA. They transform as 4,4 under SU(4) of the target space. This linear
sigma model corresponds to bosonic part of the ABJM theory with gauge group U(1)×U(1) at
Chern-Simons level k = 1, as we will see in the next section. The action reads
Lmatter =−
∫
d3x ∂µZA∂µZA . (3.1)
The sigma model is invariant under U(4)=SU(4)×U(1) transformations:
δZA = ωAB ZB , (3.2)
5The symmetry enhancement can not be seen in the classical Lagrangian where k is just an overall factor
multiplying the whole Lagrangian. But if we integrate out the gauge field then these identities will hold for levels
k = 1,2.
6If we take the viewpoint that the (non-dynamical) gauge field is put on-shell and expressed as a composite
field in terms of the matter fields.
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Here,
(ω∗)AB +ω
B
A = 0 (3.3)
are anti-hermitian matrices, generating SU(4) transformations by the traceless parts and U(1)
transformation by the trace part. In total, there are 16 real parameters.
The sigma model (3.1) has more symmetries. It is also invariant under the transformations
δZA = ωABZB (3.4)
described by 6 complex parameters related by
ωAB +ωBA = 0,
ω∗ AB +ωBA = 0 . (3.5)
These transformations do not close among themselves. However, when combined with the
above SU(4)×U(1) transformations, they are closed and generate SO(8) symmetry group with
28 = 16+6 ·2 real parameters.
To see the SO(8) symmetry better, we elaborate here somewhat technical but fairly straight-
forward discussion regarding how part of the SO(8) transformations not contained in SU(4)×U(1)
acts on 8v and 8s representations of SO(8). The results obtained here will be useful later. Acting
on a 8v representation VI (I = 1, ...,8), an infinitesimal SO(8) transformation is given by
δVI = ωIJVJ (3.6)
where ωIJ is anti-hermitian and has real components (in other words, it is antisymmetric). We
decompose 8v into a six-dimensional part V M (M = 1, ...,6) and a two-dimensional part V =
v7 + iv8. The metric being Kronecker deltas, we do not distinguish upper or lower SO(8) or
SO(6) indices. The SO(2) parameter is ω78 and the SO(6) parameters are ωMN . We are mainly
interested in the SO(8) rotations that mix SO(6) with SO(2). These rotations are parametrized
by ωM := ωM7 + iωM8 and act on the SO(8) vector as
δV M = 1
2
(
ωM V ∗+ω∗M V
)
δV = ωM V M
δV ∗ = ω∗M V M . (3.7)
An SO(8) Dirac spinor decomposes into Weyl Xα and anti-Weyl spinor ψα˙. These in turn
decompose into Weyl spinors of SO(6). We define these Weyl components as
Xα =
(
ZA
ZA
)
(3.8)
9
ψα˙ =
(
ψA
−ψA
)
. (3.9)
On the SO(8) R-symmetry Dirac spinor7
Ξ =
(
Xα
ψα˙ ,
)
(3.10)
an infinitesimal SO(8) transformation acts as
δΞ = −1
2
ωMX ΓMX Ξ. (3.11)
Here, the normalization is fixed by how the vector index of gamma matrices transforms (as a
direct consequence of the Clifford algebra),
[ΓIJ,ΓK] = −4δK[IΓJ]. (3.12)
One can view this as the invariance condition of the gamma matrices where all its indices are
transformed. Explicitly, we find the variations as
δZA = i
2
ωMΣM,ABZB
δZA =
i
2
ω∗MΣMABZB, (3.13)
δψA = i
2
ω∗MΣM,ABψB
δψA =
i
2
ωMΣMABψB. (3.14)
3.2 gauging U(1) symmetry
Chern-Simons gauging:
We now gauge the U(1) symmetry by introducing a flat one-form gauge field b. We then define
the covariant derivative
DZA := dZA + ibZA (3.15)
and consider the gauged linear sigma model
−
∫
d3x
(
DµZADµZA +
k
2pi
b∧d a
)
. (3.16)
7It is important that this is R-symmetry spinor as opposed to spacetime spinor. In particular, Z is commuting
bosonic field.
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Here, a is a Lagrange multiplier one-form gauge field that constrains b to be flat, db = 0. This
model equals to the bosonic part of the abelian ABJM action at integer-valued Chern-Simons
level k.
We can integrate out a, setting [1, 15]
k b = d σ . (3.17)
This gives back the linear sigma model modulo the orbifold identification
ZA ≃ e
2pii
k ZA. (3.18)
In general, this identification breaks SO(8) down to SU(4)×U(1). At k = 1,2, however, the
SO(8) symmetry is retained. If the Zk orbifolding is SO(8) invariant, it should commute with
the transformation
ZA → ZA +ωAB ZB . (3.19)
This implies that
ZA → ZA +ωABe−
4pii
k ZB (3.20)
should also be a symmetry. This singles out the Chern-Simons coefficient k to 1,2.
monopole operators:
Notice that SO(8) symmetry cannot act in this simple way were the gauge field not integrated
out. The transformation
ZA → ZA +ωABZB (3.21)
would not be gauge covariant since ZA and ZA are oppositely charged with respect to the gauge
field b. The remedy for this is to redefine the scalar fields by attaching monopole operators
to these fields in such a way that all equations transform covariantly under the U(1) gauge
transformations. The monopole operator that we have at our disposal is of the form
Tk = eiσ. (3.22)
From the Chern-Simons term, we also see that this operator carries also k unit of electric charge.
Thus, the gauge transformations act as
Tk → eikαTk
11
ZA → eiαZA
ZA → e−iαZA (3.23)
At level k = 1, we can make the field redefinitions
ZA → ZA
ZA → T1T1ZA. (3.24)
At level k = 2, we can also make the field redefinitions
ZA → ZA
ZA → T2ZA. (3.25)
On these redefined fields, the SO(8) transformation acts in a gauge covariant way. Important
observation is that, for k > 2, no such local field redefinition is possible. Therefore, this is
another way to see that we can have enhanced SO(8) symmetry only for k = 1,2.
The Chern-Simons coefficient k = 1,2 is also special for a seemingly different reason. Con-
sider two external probes charged electrically under the gauge fields a and the b, respectively.
Upon encircling one of the probes around the other once, we pick up the Aharonov-Bohm phase
exp(2pii/k) as braiding statistics. For k = 1, the phase is trivial and braiding statistics is bosonic.
For k = 2, the phase is pi and braiding statistics is fermionic. For k > 2, the braiding statistics is
anyonic. By the same argument, we see that the composite we formed above would retain the
field statistics unchanged for k = 1,2 but not so for k > 2.
local versus nonlocal:
The reason we have these monopole operators at our disposal comes from the Chern-Simons
action. Consider the monopole operator
exp iσ(x) := exp
(
i
∫ x
∞
dσ(x)
)
. (3.26)
Naively, one could think that operators of the form exp(iσ(x)/ℓ) is also feasible, where ℓ is an
arbitrary integer. However, this is not so because σ is a compact pseudo-scalar defined over the
period 2pi. This means that that
∮
dσ/ℓ ≃ (2pi/ℓ)Z when we integrate over a closed contour.
Therefore, exp
∫
dσ/ℓ will be path-dependent, and hence non-local unless ℓ= 1.
Not only being local, the monopole operator or products of it is also covariantly constant.
Recalling that the monopole operator Tk carries an electric charge of k unit, the covariant deriva-
tive acting on it is defined by
DµTk =
(
∂µ− ikbµ
)
Tk =
(
i∂µσ− ikbµ
)
eiσ . (3.27)
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We see that this indeed vanishes by the defining relation of the dual scalar field, kb = dσ. This
shows that Tk is covariantly constant. Notice that this property holds for any k.
Using these properties, we can put ZA and ZA fields on equal footing by attaching appropriate
monopole operators to them. So, ZA carries an electric charge of one unit, while (Tk)nZA carries
an electric charge of nk−1. From the above analysis, we see that these two (composite) fields
are local operators and, as discussed above, can carry equal electric charge when k = 1 and
n = 2 or k = 2 and n = 1, but none for k > 2.
4 The ABJM theory
4.1 hermitian 3-algebra
The ABJM theory is isomorphic to Hermitian 3-algebras up to possible U(1) factors in the
gauge group. As said, instead of studying the ABJM theory for each possible gauge group
separately, it is convenient to utilize the 3-algebra formulation that puts all the possible gauge
groups on equal footing. The only property of the gauge groups we need is then the correspond-
ing fundamental identity of the 3-algebra.
so(4):
The simplest example of a 3-algebra is that of gauge group G=SUL(2)×SUR(2) =SO(4). This
corresponds to a real (which of course also is hermitian) 3-algebra. To see this, we note the
following gamma matrix identity among the SO(4) gamma matrices γa and the chirality matrix
γ:
γaγcγb− γbγcγa = 2εabcdγ γd. (4.1)
In the Weyl representation, the 3-algebra generators T a sit in the gamma matrices as
γa =
(
0 (T a)i′i
(Ta)
j
j′ 0
)
(4.2)
Here upper (lower) indices i and i′ are (anti)fundamental of SUL(2) and SUR(2), respectively.
The gamma matrix identity above amounts to the 3-algebra
T aTcT b−T bTcT a = f abcdT d (4.3)
with real structure constants f abcd = 2εabcd . Note that SO(4) also happen to have the metric δab
that we can use to raise and lower indices. It is related to the epsilon tensors of SUL(2)×SUR(2)
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as
δab(T a)ii′(T b)
j
j′ = 2ε
i jεi′ j′. (4.4)
We also have
(T a)ii′(Ta)
j′ j = 2δijδ j
′
i′ . (4.5)
For generic ABJM gauge groups there is no such invariant tensor that we can use to raise and
lower indices. What we can use instead are monopole operators.
generalizations:
We now generalize the SO(4) 3-algebra by keeping some of the structure of it but dropping the
constraints of having real structure constants and a metric. We denote the complex 3-algebra
generators by T a. We define complex conjugation as
T ∗a = Ta. (4.6)
The 3-bracket maps three elements into a new element
[T a,T b;T c] = f abcdT d. (4.7)
Here the structure constants f abcd are complex-valued. The 3-bracket has the properties
[T a,T b;T c] = −[T b,T a;T c]
[λT a,T b;T c] = λ[T a,T b;T c]
[T a,T b;λT c] = λ∗[T a,T b;T c]. (4.8)
The 3-bracket obeys the so-called fundamental identity. The fundamental identity is best un-
derstood as a property of the derivation
δ = [·,T b;T a]ωab, (4.9)
Here ωab is an anti-hermitian matrix:
ω∗ab = −ω
b
a . (4.10)
The derivation property is
δ[T e,T d;T c] = [δT e,T d ;T c]+ [T e,δT d;T c]+ [T e,T d ;δT c]. (4.11)
Using (4.9), this amounts to the fundamental identity:
[[T e,T d ;T c],T b;T a]
= [[T e,T b;T a],T d ,T c]+ [T e, [T d,T b;T a];T c]− [T e,T d; [T c,T a;T b]]. (4.12)
In terms of the structure constants, the identity reads
f edc f f f bag = f eba f f f dcg + f dba f f e f cg− f ∗cab f f ed f g. (4.13)
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inner product:
We also introduce inner product 〈·, ·〉 such that〈
T a,T b
〉
= δab〈
T a,T b
〉
=
〈
T b,T a
〉∗〈
T a,T b
〉
= 〈Tb,Ta〉 (4.14)
By expanding a field X in the 3-algebra basis X = XaT a, the last property can also be phrased
as
〈X ,Y 〉 = 〈Y ∗,X∗〉 for X = XaT a, Y = YaT a . (4.15)
This may be taken as defining equation of the hermitian conjugate. Moreover, the inner product
has the invariance property 〈
δT a,T b
〉
+
〈
T a,δT b
〉
= 0 (4.16)
Using (4.9), we get
f ∗abcd = f cdab . (4.17)
One can also check that this condition can be written as
〈X , [Y,Z;U ]〉 = 〈[X ,U ;Z],Y〉 . (4.18)
We note that (4.12), (4.18) generalize the corresponding equations for totally antisymmetric
3-brackets introduced originally for the BLG theory. To get the corresponding fundamental
identity and inner product invariance condition for totally antisymmetric 3-bracket, we just
need to replace [·, ·; ·] by totally antisymmetric 3-bracket [·, ·, ·].
4.2 matrix realization of hermitian 3-algebra
matrix realization:
A matrix realization of the 3-algebra A3(·) is provided by
[X ,Y ;Z] := XZ†Y −Y Z†X
〈X ,Y 〉 := tr(XY †). (4.19)
The matrix-valued fields X ,Y,Z are expanded as X = XaT a etc., where T a is a basis of (M×N)
matrices and Ta are their hermitian conjugates. The 3-bracket is then a map from M×N matrices
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to itself – the first requirement of an algebra. Moreover, the bracket satisfies the fundamental
identity (4.12). Hence, it is a realization of the 3-algebra A3(·), called the Lie 3-algebra A3(g).
An explicit solution to the fundamental identity can also be realized in terms of the genera-
tors tα of the associated semi-simple Lie algebra g as [8]
f abcd = (tα)ad(tα)bc (4.20)
where (tα)ab are the generators in the bi-fundamental representation. The index α is lowered
by the inverse of Killing form καβ of the Lie algebra g. This realization does not in general
satisfy antisymmetry with respect to a,b or c,d indices. Imposing this property restricts possible
choices of the Lie algebras g and hence the Lie group G. With the Lie group G = GL ⊗GR,
a,b,c,d ranges over 1, · · · , rank(GL)rank(GR) and α ranges over 1, · · · ,dim(GL)+dim(GR).
similarity transformations:
We can consider two types of similarity transformations of the Lie algebra generators associated
with the 3-algebra. The first type is
(tα)ab → Uac(tα)cdU
†d
b
≡ Uαβ(tβ)ab (4.21)
where UabU†bc = δac . The second type is
(tα)ab → Ubc(tα)cdUda (4.22)
where UabUbc = δac . Both types of transformations leave the Killing form καβ invariant, and
hence the 3-algebra structure constants are invariant. Explicitly,
f abcd = f e f gh UaeUb fU†gcU†hd (4.23)
and
f abcd = f e f gh UgaUhbUceUd f , (4.24)
respectively. Notice that the first type of transformations form a closed group, while the second
is not. However, the total sum of the two types again forms a closed transformation group,
which we denote as Ĝ.
The first type of similarity transformation means that the 3-algebra is invariant under the
unitary transformation
T a → T bUab (4.25)
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The infinitesimal version of this invariance condition leads to the fundamental identity. Namely
if we write
Uab = δab +Ωab (4.26)
we find that
δ f bcda = 0 (4.27)
where we define
δ f bcda = Ωbe f ecda +Ωce f beda−Ωed f bcea−Ωea f bcde. (4.28)
To make the connection with the fundamental identity, we just write out Ωba = ωdc f bcda.
The second type of similarity transformation is the transformation we shall use repeatedly
in later sections.
4.3 ABJM theory in hermitian 3-algebra
We now describe the ABJM theory in 3-algebra formulation and arrive at (2.6).
lagrangian:
In 3-algebra formulation, the covariant derivative is given by
iDµZa := i∂µZa +ZbA˜µba; Dµψa := ∂µψa +ψbA˜µ
b
a, (4.29)
where
A˜µba ≡ Aµdc f bcda. (4.30)
Our gauge fields are anti-Hermitian:
A∗µ
b
a
=−Aµab equivalently A
∗
µ
b
a
=−Aµab. (4.31)
To translate the action to the more familiar Lie algebra formulation, we use some properties
of the 3-algebra of the previous subsection. We just use the matrix realization (4.19). We also
define gauge fields of the two Lie groups GL,GR associated with the 3-algebra by
ALµ = AµdcT cTd
ARµ = AµdcTdT c . (4.32)
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With these steps, we find the followings. First, the Chern-Simons term in the 3-algebra formu-
lation turns into two Chern-Simons terms in Lie algebra formulation:
k
2pi
εµνλTr(ALµ∂νALλ +
2i
3 A
L
µALνALλ)−
k
2pi
εµνλTr(ARµ ∂νARλ +
2i
3 A
R
µ ARν ARλ) . (4.33)
Second, the gauge covariant derivatives acting on matter fields are given by
iDµZA = i∂µZA−ALµZA +ZAARµ (4.34)
and similarly for fermions. Third, the Yukawa-like terms are given by
ψAaψAbZBc ZdB = Tr(ψAψAZBZB)−Tr(ψAZBZBψA) (4.35)
etc. The same works for the scalar potential terms. This shows that the ABJM action (2.6) in 3-
algebra formulation is identical to the ABJM action in Lie algebra formulation, as demonstrated
first in [8].
on-shell N = 6 supersymmetry:
For later use, we here enlist N = 6 supersymmetry transformations of the ABJM theory in the
3-algebra formulation. They are
δZAa = −iεABψBa
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa −
(
εABZBb Z
C
c ZdC + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c ZdA
)
f bcda
δA˜µba =
(
iεABγµZAc ψBd − iεABγµψAcZdB
)
f bcda. (4.36)
The closure relations read
[δη,δε]ZAa = −2iεMγµηMDµZAa + Λ˜baZAb ,
[δη,δε]ψAa = −2iεMγµηMDµψAa + Λ˜baψAb
+iεMγληMγλEAa+ iεM(ΣMN)ABηNEBa,
[δη,δε]A˜µba = −2iεMγµηMF˜νµba−DµΛ˜ba (4.37)
with the gauge parameter
Λ˜ba = 2iεM(ΣMN)ABηNZAc ZdB f bcda. (4.38)
The equations of motion needed to close the supersymmetry on-shell are EAa = 0 with
EAa = γµDµψAa +
(
ψAbZCc ZdC−2ψBbZBc ZdA + εABCDZBb ZCc ψDd
)
f bcda (4.39)
for the fermions and
F˜µνba = −εµνλ
(
ZAc D
λZdA−D
λZAc Z
d
A− iψAdγλψAc
)
f bcda (4.40)
for the gauge field.
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5 Monopole Operator and Gauge Covariance
In this section, we shall introduce monopole operator which will play a central role in the
foregoing discussions. Consider for definiteness the gauge group GL = SU(M), GR = SU(N).
We start with infinitesimal gauge transformations
δA˜µba = −DµΛ˜ba
δZAa = ZbΛ˜ba (5.1)
on gauge field and matter fields, respectively, where
Λ˜ba = Λcd f bcda. (5.2)
and Λcd is any antihermitian matrix.
The scalar fields in the Lie algebra and the 3-algebra basis are related by
Ziα = Za(T
a)iα (5.3)
and similarly for the fermion fields. Here i,α are indices of M,N, respectively. Complex
conjugate field is
(Z∗)iα = Z
α
i = Z
a(Ta)αi . (5.4)
Gauge transformation with gauge group element (gL,gR) acts on the bi-fundamental matter field
as
Ziα → (gL)i jZ
j
β(g
R†)βα. (5.5)
5.1 nonabelian monopole operators
We now introduce monopole operators [6]. The monopole operator that transforms in the fun-
damental representations of GL−U(M) and GR =U(N) are denoted as W L and W R, respectively.
(W L)i → (W L) j(gL
†
) ji
(W R)α → (W R)β(gR
†
)βα. (5.6)
Utilizing them, it is possible to obtain composite fields transforming differently. For example,
one can form a gauge singlet composite of the bi-fundamental field Z and monopole operators:
(W L)iZiα(W R
†
)α = Za(W L)i(T a)iα(W R
†
)α . (5.7)
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Obviously, such an operation does not bring the matter field outside the 3-algebra A3, so the
composite must again be some linear combination of 3-algebra generators. As such, we define
the monopole operator of defining representation in 3-algebra formulation as
W a ≡ (W L)i(T a)iα(W R
†
)α. (5.8)
Therefore,
Z =W aZa (5.9)
will be the above gauge singlet composite. Associated with W a, there is also the monopole
operator Wa =W ∗a transforming in the complex conjugate representation.
We can also form composites of other representations than the bi-fundamental, but again the
resulting composite operator must be some linear combination of 3-algebra generators. In fact,
in order to extend N = 6 supersymmetry to N = 8 supersymmetry, we may need the monopole
operators of higher representations [18]. The most general monopole operator in the Lie algebra
and in the 3-algebra basis are related each other as
W a1...ak = W α1...αki1...ik (T
a1)i1α1...(T
ak)
ik
αk . (5.10)
It turns out sufficient to consider symmetric rank-2 representations, W ab and Wab. We note
that these monopole operators can act to lower and raise gauge indices in a covariant way. For
example, by attaching these monopole operators, we have
ZAa =W abZAb , ZAa =WabZ
b
A . (5.11)
Beware these operations are different from complex conjugation ZA∗a = ZaA etc. In particular, the
SU(4) representation is not affected by attaching the monopole operators.
Under gauge transformations, the rank-2 monopole operators transform as
δW ab = −W cbΛ˜ca−W acΛ˜cb
δWab = Λ˜acWcb + Λ˜bcWac (5.12)
Moreover, they have the properties
WacW cb = δba
Wab = Wba
W ab = W ba (5.13)
In the Lie algebra formulation, the relevant monopole operator is the one in bi-fundamental
representations
W αi = (W R†)α(W L)i
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W iα = (W L†)i(W R)α. (5.14)
They are related to the rank-2 monopole operators W ab,Wab by
W abTb = WT aW
WabT b = W †TaW †. (5.15)
5.2 general covariance
So far, we focused primarily on the representation contents of the monopole operators. In
general, the monopole operators of a given representation are nonlocal. For the symmetric
rank-2 representations, by the Dirac quantization condition, the monopole operator turns out a
local operator only if the Chern-Simons level takes values k = 1 or 2. This locality condition
leads to an important condition to the gauge field strength, which plays an essential role in
foregoing considerations concerning supersymmetry enhancement. Much like the abelian case,
invisibility of Dirac string implies that the monopole operator is covariantly constant:
DµWcb ≡ ∂µWcb + A˜dµcWdb + A˜µdbWcd = 0. (5.16)
From this it follows that
W ac[Dµ,Dν]Wcb = 0 (5.17)
and this amounts to the following flatness condition for the field strength
F˜µνba + F˜µνab = 0. (5.18)
Here, we defined
F˜µνab = W acWbdF˜µνcd . (5.19)
A few remarks are in order. First, for level k = 1, we should in principle also be able to
bring all matter fields into gauge singlets using Wa and W a monopole operators. However, this
does not give us any nice identity for the field strength. Instead, what we get is Fµν,abWb = 0.
However, we can not conclude from this any identity for Fµν itself. It would be interesting to
analyze how to use W a and Wa to see supersymmetry and R-symmetry enhancement for level
k = 1. In our approach, we shall be using Wab and W ab for both k = 1 and k = 2.
Second, expanding Fµν = Fµν,αtα in the Lie algebra generators, one might be tempted to
conclude from (5.18) that the Lie algebra generators are invariant under the similarity transfor-
mation induced by the monopole operator
(tα)ba = −Wac(tα)cdW db. (5.20)
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This is not right because the gauge field strength cannot be varied independently of the monopole
operator. Therefore (5.18) does not imply (5.20). In fact, (5.20) is not even gauge covariant
since the generators do not transform under the gauge transformations whereas the monopole
operators do transform in general. On the other hand, if we assume (5.20), we find the BLG the-
ory as the only solution for which Wab = δab, the Kroenecker delta of the SO(4)=SUL(2)×SUR(2)
gauge group (which is invariant, δδab =Λcaδcb+Λcbδac =Λba+Λab = 0) and (tα)ab =(tα)ab =
−(tα)ba are the antisymmetric generators of SO(4) gauge group. This is one of many indica-
tions that supersymmetry enhancement for the ABJM theory is highly nontrivial than one might
naively extrapolate from the BLG theory.
6 Closure among ABJM and non-ABJM fields
6.1 closure relation and gauge condition
As far as N = 6 and SU(4) symmetry variations (let us denote variations as δ) are concerned,
since ABJM fields and non-ABJM fields do not mix, we do not need to consider the quantities
Ωωba ≡ W bcδωWca, (6.1)
which encodes variation of the monopole operator. On the other hand, when we explore possible
N = 8 and SO(8) symmetry enhancement, we must consider these quantities since the ABJM
and non-ABJM fields mix each other. A priori, this indicates that we need to find explicit
expression of Ωba. This, however, turned out extremely difficult. Fortuitously, we never need
the explicit expression, as we now explain below.
It is easy to see why Ωba is needed when we mix the ABJM and non-ABJM fields. Let us
assume that
δZAa = ˆδZAa , (6.2)
where ˆδ denotes any variation that does not involve Ωba explicitly. We then get
δZAa = ˆδZAa−ΩabZAb. (6.3)
On the other hand, there is no good reason why ABJM fields should be treated any differently
from non-ABJM fields. What we call ABJM and non-ABJM fields is really a matter of conven-
tion. Therefore, there is no reason we should not have Ωba dependent terms in the variations of
the ABJM fields. Let us therefore treat ABJM and non-ABJM fields on equal footing and take
the general ansatz for the variations of the fields as
δZAa = ˆδZAa + γΩbaZAb
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δZAa = ˆδZAa +(γ−1)ΩabZAb. (6.4)
Here γ could a priori be any real number. We then have
δ(DµZAa ) = ˆδ(DµZAa )+ γΩbaDµZAb . (6.5)
From the left-hand side, we get
δAbµa = ˆδAµba + γDµΩba . (6.6)
Any symmetry variations should close among themselves. This requirement has an interest-
ing consequence when it is applied to variations that mixes ABJM and non-ABJM fields. We
get no restriction on γ as long as we consider variations that do not mix ABJM and non-ABJM
fields. Let us therefore consider SO(8) variations that mix these fields. We can also consider
N = 8 variations but the steps are essentially the same. The variations take the form
δZAa = ωABZBa + γZAb Ωba
δZAa = ωABZaB +(γ−1)ΩabZAb
δZAa = −ωABZBa +(1− γ)ZAbΩba . (6.7)
More general variation may be considered such as ˆδZAa = ωABabZAb +ωABabZBb + ... but the
conclusion will anyway be the same. Since ZAa and ZAa transform the same under the gauge
group and the second terms on the right hand side of the variations rotates gauge indices only,
it motivates to have γ = (1− γ), viz.γ = 1/2. We now show explicitly that this is indeed the
necessary condition for the closure.
The closure among these variations reads
[δη,δω] = δ[η,ω] . (6.8)
We get
[δη,δω]ZAa = [η,ω]ABZBa
+(1− γ)ΩηbaωABZBb + γΩωbaηABZBb
−(1− γ)ΩωbaηABZBb− γΩηbaωABZBb
+(γ2− γ)ZAb [Ωη,Ωω]ba + γZAb Ω[η,ω]ba (6.9)
Here, we have used the variation
δηΩωba = −ΩηbdΩωda +W bcδηδωWca . (6.10)
We also made the assumption that the variations close on the monopole operator
[δη,δε]Wab = δ[η,ω]Wab. (6.11)
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We now see that we can have the closure relation provided we set
γ = 1
2
, (6.12)
since in this case the mixed transformation terms cancel each other. The remaining terms read
[δη,δω]ZAa = [η,ω]ABZBa
+ZAb
(
1
2
Ω[η,ω]ba−
1
4
[Ωη,Ωω]ba
)
. (6.13)
Here, Ωs form a closed algebra
[Ωη,Ωω] = Ω[η,ω] (6.14)
due to the fact that Ωs are homomorphism of SO(8) to ˆˆG. Comparing with (6.7), we see that
the closure relation is up to a gauge transformation:
[δη,δω]ZAa = δ[η,ω]ZAa +δgaugeZAa (6.15)
where the gauge parameter is given by −14Ω[η,ω].
The result we found on γ is very interesting. It means that we find a gauge variation with
gauge parameter
Λba =
1
2
Ωba (6.16)
induced from the SO(8) variations. This gauge variation can be off-set by making another
gauge variation. This is the lucky circumstance that makes it possible to study variations that
mix ABJM and non-ABJM fields without having to solve the tremendously difficult problem of
finding an explicit expression for Ωba or of the variation of the monopole operator itself.
Having seen that 12Ω is just a gauge parameter, we can just drop all Ω-dependent terms from
our variations from the outset.
6.2 combining gauge covariance with N = 6 supersymmetry
We can use N = 6 supersymmetry to vary the identity (5.18) and get new identities. We can vary
F˜µν either by varying its on-shell expression (4.40), or we can compute the variation induced by
variation of the gauge field as
δεF˜µν = DµδεA˜ν−DνδεA˜µ. (6.17)
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Both computations give the same result when the fields are put on-shell. The latter approach is
the quicker, and it gives the result
δεF˜µνba = −iεABγνDµ(ψAcZdB) f bcda +(a.h.c). (6.18)
where (a.h.c) means that we should make the result antihermitian by adding the anti-hermitian
conjugate term. Instead of computing the supersymmetry variation of A˜µab = A˜µdcW bcWda, we
use the former approach and compute the variation of the on-shell field strength F˜µνab
F˜µνab = −εµνλ
(
ZAdDλZAc−DλZAdZAc− iψAc γλψdA
)
f bcda. (6.19)
Then we can make a supersymmetry variation of the on-shell field strength. The result we get
then is
δεFµνab = −iεABγνDµ(ψAcZdB) f bcda + (a.h.c.). (6.20)
Now the N = 6 supersymmetry variation of the identity (5.18) reads
εABγ[νDµ](ψAcZdB +ψdAZBc) f bcda + (a.h.c.) = 0. (6.21)
εAB and its conjugate are arbitrary, so we find the equations
γ[νDµ](ψ[AcZdB]+ψd[AZB]c) f bcda = 0. (6.22)
From this equation it follows that
Dµ(ψ[AcZdB]+ψ
d
[AZB]c) f bcda = 0.
To understand this we note that an equation γνDµψ− γµDνψ = 0 implies γµDµψ = 0 upon con-
tracting by γµν. Second if we contract by γµ we find −Dνψ− γν(γµDµψ) = 0. Hence Dνψ = 0.
The covariant derivative only acts on gauge indices, not on spinor indices. Since there is no
independent covariantly constant spinor, we find six identities
(ψ[AcZdB]+ψ
d
[AZB]c) f bcda = 0 (6.23)
one for each choice of the antisymmetric indices [AB]. The right-hand side is zero since there is
no non-trivial spinor of the same quantum number as the left-hand side.
It turns out (6.23) is the supersymmetry variation of the identity:
(ZAc Z
d
A +Z
AdZAc) f bcda = 0. (6.24)
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Again we could have added a supersymmetric invariant to the right hand side, but there is no
such an invariant which is also gauge covariant and has the same dimension. To show this
identity, take N = 6 supersymmetry transformation of (6.24):
0 = −iεAB
(
ψBcZdA +ψdBZAc
)
+iεAB
(
ZAc ψBd +ZAdψBc
)
+
1
2
(
ZAe Z
d
A +Z
AdZAe
)(
Ωec f bcda−Ωcd f beca
)
. (6.25)
To get (6.23) from this, we need to show that the third line vanishes. We note that Ω is a Lie
algebra element, and hence we can pull out one 3-algebra structure constant from it as
Ωba = ωdc f bcda (6.26)
or we may directly use the fundamental identity (4.27) δ f beda = 0. Either way, we can rewrite
the third line as
1
2
(
ZAe Z
d
A +Z
AdZAe
)(
Ωbc f ceda−Ωca f bedc
)
(6.27)
and this vanishes by the identity (6.24).
This result is in concordance with the fact that Ω-terms should play no important role in our
equations.
7 N = 8 Supersymmetry
We require any N = 8 supersymmetry variations be such they reproduce BLG variations for
BLG gauge groups (that means SO(4) and such, for which Wab = δab and f bcda = fbcda real
and totally antisymmetric). We also require gauge covariance. We then find Ω terms that
contribute a gauge variation with gauge parameter 12Ω. We off-set these by a supplementary
gauge variation. Then we end up with the following ansatz for N = 8 supersymmetry variations
(for levels k = 1,2),
δZAa = iεABψBa − εψAa
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa + iγµεDµZAa
+
(
εABZBb Z
C
c Z
d
C + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda
−iεZAbZBc ZdB f bcda +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda,
δA˜µba =
(
− iεABγµψAcZdB + iεABγµZAc ψBd
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+εγµψBcZBd + ε∗γµZBcψBd
)
f bcda, (7.1)
Much is surely getting fixed in these supersymmetry transformations by the requirement that
it reproduces the BLG transformation rules in certain limits. We go through that argument in
detail in Appendix using triality. Gauge covariance then dictates how to put the gauge 3-algebra
indices, at least to a large extent. Still some ambiguities remain. We will see how that ambiguity
is cured by having associated identities in section 7.1.
It is also worth of noting that the supersymmetry transformations (7.1) involve terms of
baryon number ∆QB = 0,±1. In M-theory, the baryon number is related to the Kaluza-Klein
momentum around the M-theory circle. Upon dimensional reduction, there may be a priori an
infinite tower of fields carrying multiple Kaluza-Klein momentum. The fact that only fields
with ∆QB = 0,±1 and none with ∆QB ≥ 2 appear implies that higher momentum modes are
bound-states of these elementary modes.
7.1 closing N = 2 supersymmetry
The most general ansatz for the N = 2 supersymmetry variations such that they reduce to
BLG variations for BLG gauge groups are given by a 3-parameter family (we denote the three
parameters as a, b and d respectively):
δZAa = −εψAa
δψAa = iγµεDµZAa− iε
(
aZAbZBc Z
d
B +bZBb ZAcZdB +(1−a−b)ZBbZBc ZdA
)
f bcda
+
i
3
ε∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda,
δA˜µba =
(
− εγµZAc ψdA− ε∗γµψAc ZdA
+dεγµ
(
ZAc ψdA +ZAdψAc
)
+dε∗γµ
(
ψAc ZdA +ψAdZAc
))
f bcda (7.2)
Eventually, we will see that all three parameters are traded for the three identities. At present,
the only identity we can make use of, is identity in (6.24). We then find that the following
variations
δZAa = −εψAa
δψAa = iγµεDµZAa− iεZAb(cZBc ZdB− (1− c)ZBdZBc) f bcda +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c ZDd f bcda,
δA˜µba = −(εγµ(cZBc ψdB− (1− c)ZBdψBc)+ ε∗γµ(cγµψBc ZdB− (1− c)ψBdZBc) f bcda (7.3)
close on some equations of motion. More precisely, they close on the one parameter set of
equations of motion
0 = γµDµψAa
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+c
(
2ZAbZBc ψdB +ψAbZBc ZdB
)
f bcda
−(1− c)
(
2ZAbψBcZBd +ψAbZBcZBd
)
f bcda
+
1
3
εABCD(2ψBb ZCc ZDd +ZBb ZCc ψDd) f bcda . (7.4)
Of course, we can not really get different results since we use just one and the same supersym-
metry variation, and the dependence on the parameter c is fake, because we have the identity
(6.24). So the equations of motion must not depend on the parameter c. This implies that(
ZBc ψdB +ψBcZBd
)
f bcda = 0. (7.5)
We have generated a new identity! Now that we have this identity, we can go back to our ansatz
and make it slightly more general
δZAa = −εψAa
δψAa = iγµεDµZAa− iεZAb(cZBc ZdB− (1− c)ZBdZBc) f bcda +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c ZDd f bcda,
δA˜µba =
(
− εγµZAc ψdA− ε∗γµψAc ZdA
+dεγµ
(
ZAc ψdA +ZAdψAc
)
+dε∗γµ
(
ψAc ZdA +ψAdZAc
))
f bcda (7.6)
by allowing for two parameters d and c that need no longer be correlated due to our two iden-
tities (6.24) and (7.5). Again, we can carry out the closure computation but this time when we
demand the closure equation does not depend on any choice of parameters (since the depen-
dence on parameters in the variations is fake due to our identities), we find yet another identity(
ψCb ZBcZBd −ZBbZBc ψCd
)
f bcda = 0 (7.7)
that will be very important for us below.
It would be desirable to have no ambiguity in the N = 2 supersymmetry variations. So far
we have been able to explain only two of three parameters, namely the parameters a and d. At
the same time we have derived an identity (7.7) that seems to fit nowhere. Now let us be bold
and just make a supersymmetry variation of an identity(
ZAbZBc Z
d
B +ZBbZ
B
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda = 0 (7.8)
that would be a most desirable identity, which we have not yet derived. What we then find is
nothing but the identity (7.7). To see this requires a few further steps, but due to its importance,
let us show it in detail. Supersymmetry variation gives us
0 = ΣMAD
(
ψDb ZBc ZdB−ZBb ZBcψDd
)
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+ΣM,BD
(
ZAbψ[DcZdB]+Z[BbψD]cZ
d
A
)
+ΣMBD
(
ZAbZ[BcψD]d +ψ[DbZB]cZdA
)
(7.9)
Then identity ZBbZDc ψBd +ψBb ZDc ZdB = 0 follows from the identity Eq (6.23). Hence, we are left
with the identity in (7.7). Consequently, we have now derived the identity (7.8), just make an
inverse supersymmetry variation of (7.7)!
Now we have totally eliminated all ambiguity there was in our ansatz for the N = 2 su-
persymmetry variations, all three parameters have been traded for corresponding identities. We
can then go through our ’identity generating’ mechanism a last time, computing [δη,δε]ψAa
with three arbitrary parameters, ande demand the outcome of that computation be independent
of any parameters. This way we generate one new identity
ψBb
(
ZAcZBd +ZBc Z
d
A
)
f bcda = 0. (7.10)
Given these identities, we now find the following closure relations for the N = 2 supersym-
metry variations,
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]ZAa = −2iεX γµηX DµZAa + Λ˜(22)baZAb
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]ψAa = −2iεX γµηX DµψAa + Λ˜(22)baψAa
+iεX γληX γλE
(22)
Aa −2ε
[8η7]E(22)Aa ,
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]A˜µba = −2iεX γµηX F˜νµba−DµΛ˜(22)ba (7.11)
with gauge parameter
Λ˜(22)ba = 4ε[8η7]ZBc ZdB f bcda (7.12)
and we have closure on the ABJM equations of motion after we make use of all identities we
have obtained so far.
7.2 commuting N = 6 and N = 2 supersymmetries
Making an N = 6 supersymmetry variation of identity (7.5) we obtain three new identities8,
Z[ADµZB]+(DµZ[B)ZA] = 0 (7.14)
Z[A[ZB]ZCZC]+ [Z[BZCZC]ZA]+ZC[ZAZBZC]+ [ZAZBZC]ZC = 0 (7.15)
ψ[AγµψB] = 0. (7.16)
8To understand how we can get three new identies instead of just one, we note that an equation of the form
γµεMVµ + εMU = 0 (7.13)
with εM arbitrary, implies that U = 0 and Vµ = 0 separately.
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To be able to close supersymmetry and show SO(8) invariance, we must have two more identi-
ties. These are (
ZAbZBcZdC−ZCbZ[AcZ
d
B]
)
f bcda = 0,(
ZAbZBcZCd −ZCb Z[AcZ
d
B]
)
f bcda = 0. (7.17)
By contracting the first equation by the totally independent spinor ψCa, we easily can see that
the result vanishes by using identities (6.23), (7.7). As an unnecessary extra check we can also
contract the left-hand side by ZCa and again get zero by identity (7.8). Now we have more than
shown that this identity holds. The second identity is proved the same way, by contracting by
ψaC.
Let us make an N = 6 supersymmetry variation of the first identity. Expanding ΣM,ABΣNCD
using Fierz relations in appendix, we find the supersymmetry variation gives just one single set
of identities, (
ψCb Z[AcZdB]−ZAbZBcψ
Cd
)
f bcda = 0. (7.18)
Using the same method as above, but applied to mixed supersymmetry variations9, we gen-
erate the following new identities(
ZAbψ[DcZB]d −ψ[DbZB]cZdA
)
f bcda = 0(
ZAbZ[BcψdD]+ψ[DbZB]cZ
d
A
)
f bcda = 0 (7.19)
Let us now compute closure among these supersymmetries, commuting an N = 2 and an N = 6
variation. Given the above identities we get
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])ZAa = Λ˜baZAb,
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])ψAa = Λ˜baψAb− (εABη−ηABε)EBa ,
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])A˜µba = −DµΛ˜ba (7.20)
with gauge parameter
Λ˜(62)ba =
(
εηABZAc ZBd + ε∗ηABZAcZdB
)
f bcda− (ε ↔ η) (7.21)
and we have closure on the ABJM fermionic equation of motion EAa = 0.
9In practive this means we compute δ(6)ε (aZAZBZB + bZBZAZB +(1− a− b)ZBZBZA) and require the result be
independent of a and b.
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8 Manifestly SO(8) invariant ABJM scalar potential
The ABJM sextic potential is most nicely expressed using 3-brackets. It can then be expressed
as
VABJM =
2
3
(
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2−
1
2
‖[ZA,ZB;ZA]‖2
)
(8.1)
where we define
‖X‖2 = 〈X ,X〉 (8.2)
and SU(4) indices are contracted. We note that in this notation all SU(4) indices are up-stairs
despite some of them are being contracted. Anytime we find an SU(4) index down-stairs in this
notation, that will correspond to a non-ABJM field – a field with a monopole operator attached.
For the sake of completeness, let us list a few equivalent ways of expressing the sextic
potential. We have the following alternative expressions
V =
2
3
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]+α[ZD,Z[A;ZD]δA]C ‖2
V =
2
3
(
f abgh f che f − 12 f
ab
eh f chg f
)
ZAa ZeAZ
B
b Z
f
BZ
C
c Z
g
C (8.3)
in the 3-algebra language, where we can choice α = 1 or α = 13 . In the matrix realization of the
3-algebra, we find the potential expressed as
V = −
1
3tr
(
ZAZAZBZBZCZC +ZAZAZBZBZCZC
+4 ZAZCZBZAZCZB−6ZAZCZBZBZCZA
)
(8.4)
and as it should, this vanishes when the matrices are commuting.
To establish this let us first consider the first term in the ABJM potential and just apply the
identity (7.17), which in terms of 3-brackets reads
[ZA,ZB;ZC] = [ZC,ZA;ZB]. (8.5)
Again, notice that the right hand side involves two non-ABJM fields, viz. two monopole oper-
ators. We then get〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZC,ZA;ZB]
〉
= −
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
(8.6)
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and we can continue from here as
−
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
= −
〈
[ZB,ZA;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
. (8.7)
Of course it is not true that
[ZA,ZB;ZC] = −[ZA,ZC;ZB] (8.8)
For this to be true we must contract by something antisymmetric in BC. However, there is no
way to really tell whether this is the case or not by just looking at the first term – this term
behaves in all respects just as if the 3-bracket had been totally antisymmetric.
For the second term we have by identities
[ZA,ZB;ZA] = −[ZA,ZA;ZB]. (8.9)
Hence the terms are totally antisymmetric.
We now ask whether the ABJM potential can be written in the manifestly SO(8) invariant
form of hermitian BLG theory
VBLG =
1
12
‖[Zα,Zβ;Zγ]‖2 (8.10)
where Zα are chosen to be real SO(8) spinors, and where we do not distinguish Zα from Zα.
Expanding them out as Zα = (ZA,ZA), (where ZA has a monopole operator attached. In terms
of indices, Zαa = (ZAa ,ZAa)), we get
VBLG =
1
6
(
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2 +‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2+2‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2
)
(8.11)
but due to the above result obtained from identity (7.17), we can write this as
VBLG =
1
6
(〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
+3
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC][ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉)
(8.12)
Next we use the fundamental identity (4.12) (this is really the same algebraic structure as in BLG
theory, only that the ABJM 3-algebra is a refined version of the BLG 3-algebra, where some
care must be taken with respect to how the generators are ordered inside the 3-product) together
with the trace invariance condition (4.18) (again this is the same trace invariance condition as
in BLG theory, the only difference is that here care must be taken with respect to the ordering
of elements), and can derive the following trace identity,
〈[X ,Y ;Z], [U,V ;W ]〉 = 〈[X ,W ;V ], [U,Z;Y ]〉
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−〈[Y,W ;V ], [U,Z;X ]〉
+〈[X ,Y ;U ], [Z,V ;W ]〉 (8.13)
By applying this identity we derive the identity〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
−
〈
[ZB,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZA]
〉
+
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZA], [ZC,ZB;ZC]
〉
(8.14)
Now we rewrite the last term as
[ZC,ZB;ZC] = [−ZC,ZB;ZC] (8.15)
using identity (7.17), and the second term as
[ZB,ZC;ZB] = [ZB,ZC;ZB] (8.16)
again using (7.17). Using this, we can write the trace identity (8.14) in the form〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
−2
〈
[ZB,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZA]
〉
. (8.17)
Substituting this expression into the hermitian BLG potential, we find that this becomes equal
to the ABJM potential. This establishes the sought-for SO(8) invariance of the ABJM scalar
potential.
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A SO(8) gamma matrices
Here ΓI are SO(8) gamma matrices in the Weyl basis
ΓI =
(
0 ΓIα ˙β
ΓIα˙β 0
)
(A.1)
They can be chosen to have real components and are then antisymmetric
(ΓI)T = −ΓI . (A.2)
The charge conjugation matrix is then
Ω =
(
δαβ 0
0 δα˙ ˙β
)
(A.3)
and its inverse is
Ω−1 =
(
δαβ 0
0 δα˙ ˙β
)
(A.4)
Since invariant tensors with two equal indices (that is δIJ, δαβ and δα˙ ˙β) in SO(8) are thus identity
matrices, we can put all SO(8) indices downstairs. We define the chirality matrix
Γ = Γ12...8 (A.5)
These gamma matrices have properties
Γ2 = 1
{Γ,ΓI} = 0
ΓT = Γ
(ΓI)T = −ΓI
(ΓIJ)T = −ΓIJ
(ΓIJK)T = ΓIJK
(ΓIJKL)T = ΓIJKL (A.6)
and duality
ΓI1...Im =
1
(8−m)!ε
I1...ImIm+1...I8ΓΓI8...Im+1
ΓΓI8...Im = 1
(m−1)!
εI1...ImIm+1...I8ΓI1...Im−1 (A.7)
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Defining η = ε†, we find the the Fierz identity
16εη = −(ηε)− (ηΓε)Γ
−(ηΓIε)ΓI +(ηΓΓIε)ΓΓI
−
1
2
(ηΓIJε)ΓIJ + 1
2
(ηΓΓIJε)ΓΓIJ
+
1
6
(
(ηΓIJKε)ΓIJK − (ηΓΓIJKε)ΓΓIJK
)
−
1
24
(ηΓIJKLε)ΓIJKL (A.8)
For chiral spinors
Γε = ε
Γη = η (A.9)
we have
ηΓI1...Iodd ε = 0 (A.10)
and get the Fierz identity
εη = 1
16
[
−ηε+ 1
2
ηΓIJεΓIJ −
1
24
ηΓIJKLεΓIJKL
]
(1+Γ). (A.11)
and consequently
16(εη−ηε) = ηΓIJεΓIJ
1+Γ
2
. (A.12)
B SO(1,2) gamma matrices
We let γµ denote gamma matrices and c charge conjugation. These have properties
cT = −c
(γµ)T = −cγµc−1 (B.1)
We have the Fierz identity
εη = −1
2
(
ηε+(ηγµε)γµ
)
. (B.2)
An explicit realization is
γ0 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
,γ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
,γ2 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(B.3)
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and
c =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(B.4)
Since also
(γµ)† = γ0γµγ0
(γµ)T = −cγµc−1 (B.5)
and we understand that the choice
c = γ0 (B.6)
amounts to gamma matrices with real components, for instance we could take them as specified
explicitly above.
In such a basis, Majorana spinors also have real components since the majorana condition
ψ = ψT c (B.7)
amounts to the condition
ψ† = ψT (B.8)
if we define ψ = ψ†γ0.
C Reducing SO(8) to SU(4)× U(1)
To reduce BLG theory to ABJM theory we want to reduce the symmetry as
SO(8) → SO(6)×SO(2) = SU(2)×U(1) . (C.1)
We represent the SO(8) gamma matrices
ΓI = (ΓM,Γ7,Γ8) (C.2)
where
ΓM = ΣM ⊗σ1
Γ7 = 1⊗σ2
Γ8 = Σ⊗σ1 (C.3)
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and
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
,
σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
(C.4)
Here ΣM are hermitian SO(6) gamma matrices that we represent as
ΣM =
(
0 ΣM,AB
ΣMAB 0
)
(C.5)
where A is Weyl index of SO(6), its chirality being distinguished by the placing up and down
respectively. Hermiticity amounts to the condition
Σ∗M,AB = −ΣMAB. (C.6)
We also define
Σ =
(
δAB 0
0 −δAB
)
. (C.7)
We use index notation as follows. The spinor and co-spinor are decomposed as
ξα =
(
ξA
ξA
)
ξα˙ =
(
ξA
−ξA
)
. (C.8)
Accordingly, matrices (linear maps on the space of these vectors) are represented as
Mα ˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mα˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mαβ =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mα˙ ˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
(C.9)
and these in turn sit in an SO(8) matrix(
Mαβ Mα ˙β
Mα˙β Mα˙ ˙β
)
(C.10)
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that maps a spinor (ξα,ξα˙)T into a new spinor with the same spinor index structure.
For the reduction we also need
ΓIJ = (ΓMN,ΓM7,ΓM8,Γ78)
=
(
ΣMN ⊗1,ΣM ⊗ iσ3,ΣMΣ⊗1,−Σ⊗ iσ3
) (C.11)
We define the hermitian SO(8) chirality matrix as
Γ = iΓ1...8 = 1⊗σ3. (C.12)
It is conventient to define supersymmetry parameter
εAB = εMΣM,AB (C.13)
where εM is a real component spinor. This will have the property
(εAB)∗ = −εAB
(εAB)
∗ = −εAB (C.14)
We have that
ΣMAB =
1
2
εABCDΣM,CD = Σ∗M,BA (C.15)
and
ΣMABΣM,CD = −4δCDAB
ΣMABΣMCD = −2εABCD. (C.16)
D Some more useful relations
The N = 8 Fierz identity is
εIηJ −ηIεJ = −ε[IηJ]+ ε(IγµηJ)γµ, (D.1)
D.1 N = 6
Fierz identities read
ΣMABΣNCD = −(ΣMN)[AEε|E|B]CD−
1
3δ
MNεABCD
ΣMABΣN,CD = −2(ΣMN)[A[Cδ
D]
B] −
2
3δ
MNδCDAB . (D.2)
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D.2 N = 2
Fierz identities read
εη−ηε = (εX γνηX)γν−2iε[8η7]
ε∗η∗−η∗ε∗ = (εX γνηX)γν+2iε[8η7]
εη∗−ηε∗ =
(
ε7γνη7− ε8γνη8 +2iε(8γνη7)
)
γν (D.3)
and then we have
εγµη−ηγµε = 2εX γµηX
εη−ηε = −4iε[8η7]
ε∗η−η∗ε = 0. (D.4)
D.3 N = 8
Fierz identities are those for N = 6 and N = 2 plus the mixed ones,
εMη−ηMε =
1
2
(
−εMη∗+ εMγµη∗γµ
)
− (ε ↔ η)
εηM −ηεM =
1
2
(
εMη+ εMγµηγµ
)
− (ε ↔ η) (D.5)
E BLG theory
The matter content in BLG theory is eight scalar fields XI and eight fermions ψα where I trans-
forms as a vector and α as a chiral spinor of the global internal symmetry group SO(8). We
denote SO(8) gamma matrices as ΓI and SO(1,2) gamma matrices as γµ. We define the chirality
matrix of SO(8) as
Γ = Γ1...8. (E.1)
We denote by c the charge conjugation matrix in SO(1,2). The charge conjugation matrix of
SO(8) can be chosen to be unity. The fermions are constrained by
Γψ = −ψ
ψ = ψT c (E.2)
Here ψ = ψ†γ0. If we let γ0 = c this is the SO(8) Majorana-Weyl spinor condition ψ† = ψT ,
that is all components are real. We let εα˙ denote a supersymmetry parameter,
Γε = ε
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ε = εT c (E.3)
which will then also have real components. We let Aµ denote a non-dynamical gauge field and
define covariant derivative as Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ. In these conventions the N = 8 supersymmetry
transformations read
δXI = iεα˙ΓIα˙αψα
δψα = −γµΓIαα˙εα˙DµXI +
1
6ΓIαα˙ΓJα˙βΓKβ ˙βε ˙β[XI,XJ,XK]
δAµ = −iεα˙γµΓIα˙β[·,ψβ,XI] (E.4)
They close on-shell. In particular the fermionic equation of motion reads
γµDµψ−
1
2
ΓIJ[ψ,XI,XJ] = 0. (E.5)
E.1 Trial BLG theory
We can use triality of SO(8) to rotate 8v,8s,8c. We want to do this in such a way that the ABJM
SO(6) R-symmetry is embedded in SO(8) in such a way that we have the decomposition rules
8s → 4+4′
8c → 4+4′
8v → 6+1+1 (E.6)
To this end we make the following triality rotation of matter fields and supersymmetry parame-
ters,
XI → Xα
ψα → ψα˙
εα˙ → εI. (E.7)
The BLG theory is then mapped to a trial theory where supersymmetry transformations read
δXαa = iεIΓIαα˙ψα˙a
δψα˙a = −γµΓIα˙αεIDµXαa +
1
6ΓKα˙αΓKβγ˙ΓIγ˙γεI[Xα,Xβ,Xγ]
δAµ = −iεIγµΓIα ˙β[·,ψ ˙β,Xα] (E.8)
To understand this, one just re-labels indices and defines
ΓIαα˙ = Γα˙Iα = Γαα˙I
ΓIα˙α = ΓαIα˙ = Γα˙αI. (E.9)
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To relate to the ABJM supersymmetry transformations, we decompose
Xαa =
(
ZAa
ZaA
)
,
ψα˙a =
(
ψAa
−ψAa
)
(E.10)
into Weyl spinors of SO(6) and we let
εI = (ε
M,ε7,ε8). (E.11)
A Majorana-Weyl spinor X of SO(8) is subject to
X† = XT . (E.12)
We introduce a complex supersymmetry parameter
ε ≡ ε7 + iε8 (E.13)
We can parametrize the six supersymmetries by the supersymmetry parameters
εAB ≡ εMΣM,AB,
εAB =
1
2
εABCDε
CD (E.14)
These supersymmetry variations become
δZAa = −iεABψBa
δZaA = iεABψBa
δψAa = −γµεABDµZaB +
(
εABZbBZcCZ
C
d + ε
BCZbBZcCZ
d
A
)
f dabc
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa −
(
εABZBb Z
C
c Z
d
C + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda
δA˜µba = −i
(
εABγµψAcZdB− εABγµZAc ψBd
)
f bcda (E.15)
We also have two more supersymmetries in trial BLG theory, parametrized by ε and ε∗. These
are
δZAa = ε∗ψAa
δZaA = −εψAa
δψAa = −iγµε∗DµZAa + iε∗ZcBZBd f dabcZbA−
i
3εε
ABCDZbBZcCZDd f dabc
δψAa = iγµεDµZaA− iεZBc ZdB f bcdaZAb +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda
δA˜µba = −
(
εγµZAc ψdA + ε∗γµψAc ZdA
)
f bcda. (E.16)
Now we wrote these BLG supersymmetry variations in an ABJM notation but they are gauge
covariant, and close on-shell, only when the structure constants f bcda are real and totally anti-
symmetric, and indices are raised by δab.
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ABSTRACT
The ABJM theory we will study in this paper refers to superconformal Chern-Simons-matter
theory with product gauge group U(N)×U(M) and levels +k,−k, respectively. The theory is
a candidate for worldvolume dynamics of M2-branes sitting at C4/Zk. By utilizing monopole
operators, we prove that ABJM theory exhibits enhanced N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8)
R-symmetry at Chern-Simons levels k = 1,2. We first show that the ABJM Lagrangian can
be written in manifestly SO(8) invariant form up to certain extra terms. We then show that
upon integrating out Chern-Simons gauge fields these extra terms vanish precisely at levels
k = 1,2. Utilizing monopole operators at these levels, we identify new N = 2 supersymmetry.
We demonstrate that they combine with the manifest N = 6 supersymmetry to close on-shell
on N = 8 supersymmetry. We finally show that the ABJM scalar potential is SO(8) invariant.
1 Introduction
Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena [1] proposed a three-dimensionsl superconformal
field theory as a microscopic description for worldvolume dynamics of multiple M2-branes
on SU(4)×U(1) R-symmetric and N = 6 superconformal M2-branes. Hereafter referred as
ABJM theory, it is defined by a gauged linear sigma model: eight scalar and fermion fields in
the bifundamental representation of quiver gauge group G=U(N)×U(M) coupled to Chern-
Simons gauge theory. Classically N and M may be arbitrary integers. Quantum mechanically
one expects that only theories with |N−M| ≤ |k| are unitary [2]. For N = M it was proposed
in [1] that ABJM theory is holographically dual to the Type IIA string theory on AdS4×CP3
in the planar limit of both N and k infinite while holding ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ N/k fixed and
large. At finite k, the holographic dual is described most appropriately by the M theory on
AdS4×S7/Zk. The proposal of [1] provides a Type IIA string or M-theory counterpart of the
much studied AdS/CFT correspondence [3] between the Type IIB string on AdS5×S5 and the
four-dimensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. Interestingly, there are strong indications that
the ABJM theory is integrable, both at weak coupling [4], [5] and strong coupling [6] regimes.
Built upon this holography, it was further anticipated in [1] that the ABJM theory at Chern-
Simons levels k = 1,2 actually has N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry which are
the symmetries of coincident M2 branes on R1,2 ×R8 or R1,2 × (R8/Z2), respectively. The
same should be true for theories with gauge groups U(N)×U(M) with N 6= M. However there
are dualities among these theories [2], and the upshot is that there is only one more class of
these theories one may consider, namely the ones with gauge groups U(N)2×U(N + 1)−2 at
level k = 2. Any other theory with gauge group U(N)k ×U(M)−k at levels k = 1,2 will be
either inconsistent at quantum level, or be related by a duality to either one of the theories
above. Now N = 6 superconformal theories also exist for a few more gauge groups, especially
for Sp(N)×U(1). These theories will get enhanced supersymmetry for other values of the
level k. To be able to include any N = 6 theory in our approach we find it suitable to use
the three-algebra formulation of ABJM theory. However when we speak about supersymmetry
enhancement for levels k = 1,2, we will have in mind the special cases of U(N)×U(N) and
U(N)×U(N+1) gauge groups only. Since our approach will build on three-algebra, everything
will also apply to gauge groups Sp(N)×U(1) with the only modification that the levels k at
which we have enhanced supersymmetry are slightly different (we expect only k = 1 in these
cases).
The purpose of this paper is to prove that the ABJM theory with gauge group U(N)k ×
U(M)−k, for any possible rank of gauge group, exhibits enhanced N = 8 superconformal sym-
metry and SO(8) R-symmetry at Chern-Simons level k = 1,2. Our proof relies on three-algebra
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structure and monopole operators inherent in this theory. Therefrom, precisely when the Chern-
Simons level k takes the value 1 or 2, a set of highly nontrivial algebraic identities follows
among the matter fields. Utilizing these identities, we prove that the ABJM theory possesses
extra N = 2 supersymmetry that combines with the existing N = 6 supersymmetry to the fully
enhanced N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry.
A feature of the ABJM theory is that the gauge dynamics, governed solely by the Chern-
Simons term, is trivial. The Chern-Simons term merely induces braiding statistics to the matter
fields. Consequently, operators built solely from the gauge potential such as holonomy and
magnetic monopole operators WR would not carry any dynamics or scaling dimension, though
they transform in nontrivial representations R under G [7]. Upon coupling matter fields to
the Chern-Simons gauge field, gauge invariant operators are constructible not just from matter
fields alone but also by attaching the holonomy or magnetic monopole operators WR to them.
Made entirely out of gauge potential, the monopole operators are singlets under internal rigid
symmetries such as R-symmetry. As such, monopole operators can produce gauge invariant
operators with a rich variety of the R-symmetry representations. Recently, through the study
of superconformal index, it was shown that gauge invariant operators containing the monopole
operators WR are indispensable for confirming the AdS/CFT correspondence between the ABJM
theory and the M-theory at finite k [8].
Another feature of ABJM theory is that high degree of supersymmetry restricts permissible
gauge groups, as well as representations of matter contents. In applications to specific problems,
it is useful to formulate the ABJM theory in terms of the Lie algebra g of the gauge group G and
representation R of matter fields. On the other hand, in a formulation that aims at incorporating
all possible gauge groups and matter contents compatible with N = 6 supersymmetry, it would
be more convenient and unifying to use an algebraic structure that underlies all ABJM theo-
ries. It was found in [9] that the pertinent algebraic structure of the ABJM theory is so-called
hermitian 3-algebra A3(C). In this formulation, classification of permissible gauge groups and
representations for N = 6 supersymmetry was carried out in [10]. An infinite class of them
were found, among which the smallest rank G= SO(4)=SU(2)×SU(2) is found identical to the
Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) theory [11]. The BLG theory, however, is known to have
real 3-algebra A3(R) and N = 8 supersymmetry. This calls for better understanding under what
other choices of the ABJM theory parameters would exhibit the maximally enhanced N = 8
supersymmetry and SO(8) symmetry.
Our proof of enhanced symmetries constitutes in showing that, by utilizing the three-algebra
A3(C) and the monopole operators W , the ABJM theory at Chern-Simons levels k = 1,2 is
expressible as a ‘trial’ BLG theory, where the original real 3-algebra A3(R) is replaced by the
hermitian 3-algebra A3(C). In this way, the N = 8 supersymmetry and the SO(8) R-symmetry
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become manifest. Here, ‘trial’ refers to the triality of the SO(8) R-symmetry group.
We should point out that, though details differ somewhat, a variant of the symmetry en-
hancement at k = 1,2 works for massive and non-relativistic ABJM theory [12] — the non-
relativistic reduction of massive ABJM theory, where only holonomy and monopole operators
are known to generate physically nontrivial correlators [13]. In fact, this theory illustrates in
a clean manner intimate relations among symmetry enhancement between the ABJM and the
non-ABJM fields, trivial braiding statistics for k = 1,2 and bound-states of M-theory momen-
tum modes. However, contrary to a naive extrapolation of consideration of this work, structure
of the symmetry algebra indicates that details of the symmetry enhancement should be distinc-
tively different. Related, we also point out that conformal and superconformal invairance do
not play central role in our proof of the symmetry enhancement.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize key ideas and provide a
roadmap of our proof. In section 3, we illustrate these key ideas and roadmap for abelian gauge
group. In section 4, we present details of hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) inherent to the ABJM
theory. Also, in section 5, we present properties of monopole operator. In particular, we pay
attention to the general covariance property, which will play a prominent role for foregoing
considerations. In section 6, we lay down details of closure among so-called the ABJM fields
and the non-ABJM fields – composites made of the ABJM fields and the rank-2 monopole op-
erators. In section 7, we first identify novel N = 2 supersymmetry that act between the ABJM
and the non-ABJM fields. Combining them with the manifest N = 6 supersymmetry yields
the maximal N = 8 supersymmetry we are after. In this section, we check explicitly on-shell
closure of the N = 8 supersymmetry. In section 8, utilizing the similar reasonings, we show
that the ABJM scalar potential is in fact identical to the BLG scalar potential. This demonstrate
SO(8) symmetry of the ABJM scalar potential. By N = 8 supersymmetry, the Yukawa interac-
tions also have SO(8) symmetry. In appendix A, we recall SO(8) gamma matrices and several
relevant Fierz identities. In appendix B, we also recall SO(1,2) gamma matrices. In appendix
C, we summarize branching rule of SO(8) to SU(4)×U(1). In appendix D, we provide Fierz
identities of N = 6 superysmmetry, of the new N = 2 supersymmetry and hence of the full
N = 8 supersymmetry. In appendix, we explain triality rotated, so-called trial BLG theory.
2 Roadmap and Key Ideas
In this section, we shall outline key ideas used and a roadmap to our proof.
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3-algebra
Since we shall heavily use the 3-algebra formulation throughout, we here summarize its emer-
gence in the BLG and the ABJM theories. As recalled above, underlying algebraic structure
of the BLG theory was identified with the real 3-algebra A3(R). Its structure constants f bcda
are real-valued and totally antisymmetric in b,c,d 1. The structure was so restrictive that the
only finite-dimensional choice of the gauge group G is SUL(2)×SUR(2)=SO(4). To have more
general gauge groups, it became clear one would have to relax the 3-algebra structure. But it
seemed impossible to do so while keeping all the global symmetries of the BLG theory intact.
A solution to this difficulty was proposed by ABJM [1], where the SO(8) R-symmetry is given
up and only the SU(4)×U(1) part of it is kept manifest. The resulting ABJM theories traded an
infinite class of admissible G with reduced N = 6 supersymmetry and SU(4) R-symmetry.
As recalled above, algebraic structure underlying all admissible ABJM theories is the her-
mitian 3-algebra A3(C) [9]. Its structure constants f bcda are antisymmetric in their two upper
and two lower indices, respectively, and hermitian in the sense that
f ∗bcda = f dabc. (2.1)
In this formulation, we do not need to assume a metric on the 3-algebra since we can use
complex conjugation to raise and lower indices 2. Even though we have no metric, we do have
a trace-form and we can express the ABJM action using this trace-form. We will refer to the
3-algebra without a metric structure as hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) 3. In this way, all admissible
ABJM theories (that includes the BLG theory as one of them) are unified in a single framework
of the 3-algebra A3(·).
The classification of [10] may be viewed as a consequence of the hermitian 3-algebra struc-
ture and the fundamental identity therein. For N = 6, there is an ABJM theory for every
hermitian 3-algebra. A hermitian 3-algebra in turn corresponds to a choice of the gauge group
G based on a semi-simple Lie group. In this paper, shall we consider ABJM theories that
correspond to hermitian 3-algebra, viz. semi-simple Lie group. There can also exists global
U(1)×U(1) symmetry, corresponding to conserved baryon numbers, modulo global identifica-
tions of center elements. In that case, these U(1)s can be gauged. The resulting theory is the
ABJM theory originally proposed [1].
1Note that metric structure of the 3-algebra is not needed for equations of motion and for closing the N = 8
supersymmetry variations, but is imperative for Lagrangian formulation.
2The hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) without metric structure can also be found in [14].
3The hermitian 3-algebra A3(C) is a generalization of the real 3-algebra A3(R). In particular, this also implies
that the Nambu 3-bracket is also a realization of the hermitian 3-algebra.
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rank-2 monopole operators
In 3-algebra, we have gauge indices a,b, ...= 1, · · · ,dimA3 associated with 3-algebra generators
T a and their complex conjugates that we denote as Ta. The monopole operator that will be useful
for us are those with two symmetric gauge indices up or two indices down, W ab = W ba and
Wab = Wba, respectively. These symmetric rank-2 monopole operators can be used to turn the
ABJM scalar field ZAa into a field ZAa =W abZAb and similarly for the ABJM fermion fields. Here
A is an index transforming in the fundamental representation of the global SU(4) R-symmetry
of the ABJM theory. With the rank-2 monopole operators at hand, there are two ways to move
the 3-algebra indices of the ABJM fields up or down. The first is attaching the rank-2 monopole
operator as described above. The second is to take complex conjugate of the ABJM fields. Note
that the complex conjugation acts by raising and lowering both gauge and R-symmetry indices,
so the scalar field ZaA is the complex conjugated field of ZAa , etc. Summarizing, starting from the
matter field ZAa , we can construct ZAa or ZaA by attaching the monopole operator or by complex
conjugation, respectively.
Attaching a monopole operator to a local field renders the composite a non-local operator
since the monopole operator depends in general on the Dirac string. If the Dirac-Schwinger-
Zwanziger quantization condition is obeyed, the Dirac string is unobservable and the monopole
operator becomes a local field configuration. Moreover, the monopole operator is covariantly
constant. Below we shall demonstrate this explicitly for the abelian ABJM theory and find that,
only for Chern-Simons levels k = 1 and 2, the composite operators are local field configura-
tions. This fits nicely with the fact that only at levels k = 1,2 can we expect to have enhanced
supersymmetry and R-symmetry. This is our first evidence that monopole operators should play
some role in symmetry enhancement of ABJM theory.
roadmap
Denote vector, spinor and cospinor representations of SO(8) as 8v,8s,8c, and their basis indices
by I,α, α˙ = 1, · · · ,8, respectively. In the hermitian BLG theory, matter fields are 8v for X Ia and
8s for ψαa. The hermitian BLG theory is then defined by Chern-Simons term and the gauged
matter Lagrangian
LBLG−v = −
1
2
DµX IaDµXaI −
1
12
X IbX
e
I X Jc X
f
J X
K
g XdK f bcda f gae f
+
i
2
ψαaγµDµψαa +
i
4
ψaαΓIα ˙βΓJ ˙βγXIbXJcψ
γd f bcda . (2.2)
We next use the triality of SO(8) group and map the original fields to triality-rotated fields.
This way, we can construct two new trial hermitian BLG theories. In all these theories, the
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Chern-Simons term is universal since it is unaffected by the SO(8) triality. We are interested in
the theory obtained by the following triality transformation:
(8v,8s,8c)→ (8s,8c,8v); (I,α, α˙)→ (α, α˙, I). (2.3)
After the triality rotation, the Lagrangian reads
LBLG−s = −
1
2
DµXαa D
µXaα−
1
12
Xαb X
e
αX
β
c X
f
β X
γ
gX
d
γ f bcda f gae f
+
i
2
ψα˙aγµDµψα˙a +
i
4
ψaα˙ψ
˙βbX
α
c Xdβ ΓIαα˙Γ
˙ββ
I f bcda . (2.4)
viz. the matter fields are SO(8) spinors and cospinors 8s,8c and the supersymmetry is SO(8)
vector 8v (see appendix E). The Lagrangian (2.4) is the one related to the ABJM Lagrangian.
To show this, we break SO(8) to SO(6)×SO(2)≃SU(4)×U(1) and decompose the SO(8) spinor
and cospinor fields as
Xaα =
(
ZAa
ZAa
)
, Xαa =
(
ZaA
ZAa
)
ψα˙a =
(
ψAa
−ψAa
)
, ψα˙a =
(
ψaA
−ψAa
)
. (2.5)
We also split the SO(8) gamma matrices into SO(6) and SO(2) gamma matrices as ΓI =(ΓM,ΓX)
and denote by ΣM,AB and ΣABM the off-diagonal blocks in ΓM. The details are collected in Ap-
pendix C. The fields ZAa and ψAa as well as their hermitian conjugates are the ABJM scalar
and fermion fields, where upper A is fundamental and lower A is anti-fundamental of SU(4) 4.
The fields ZAa and ψaA are not the ABJM fields — we refer them as ‘non-ABJM fields’. Our
strategy is to relate the non-ABJM fields to the ABJM fields by means of the monopole opera-
tors W ab,Wab, since these operators are the unique tensors that can raise or lower indices gauge
covariantly.
After the decomposition, the triality-rotated BLG Lagrangian takes the form
Lmatter = −DµZAa D
µZaA− iψAaγµDµψAa
+i
(
−ψAaψAbZBc ZdB +2ψBaψAbZAc ZdA
)
f bcda
−
(
1
2
εABCDψBbZaAZdDψBc +
1
2
εABCDψBaZAb ZDc ψCd
)
f bcda
−
2
3
(
f abgh f che f − 12 f
ab
eh f chg f
)
ZAa Z
e
AZ
B
b Z
f
BZ
C
c Z
g
C
+ · · · · · · . (2.6)
4Equivalently, they are spinor and cospinor of SO(6).
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The terms shown depend only on the ABJM fields and gives rise precisely to the ABJM La-
grangian. The ellipses denote complicated terms that involve the non-ABJM fields. This brings
us to the following interesting question: Under what conditions will the ellipses vanish iden-
tically and the trial BLG theory become identical to the ABJM theory? We find that this is
soprovided the following set of algebraic identities hold:(
ZAc Z
d
A +Z
AdZAc
)
f bcda = 0(
ZAbZBc ZdB +ZdAZ
B
c ZBb
)
f bcda = 0(
ZAbZBcZdC −ZCbZ[AcZ
d
B]
)
f bcda = 0
ψAb
(
ZBcZAd +ZdBZAc
)
f bcda = 0
ψbA
(
ZcBZ
A
d +ZBdZ
Ac
)
f dabc = 0 . (2.7)
With these identities, we also find equivalence between the scalar potential in the ABJM the-
ory and the scalar potential in the generalized trial BLG theory, as demonstrated in section 8.
Through N = 8 supersymmetry transformations, equivalence between the ABJM and general-
ized trial BLG Yukawa coupling terms can be checked.
If the ABJM Lagrangian is SO(8) invariant, the identities (2.7) should hold in some sense5
and we can express the ABJM Lagrangian in the manifestly SO(8) invariant form as a general-
ized trial BLG Lagrangian. We shall show that (2.7) originate from the flatness condition of the
gauge field strengths
F˜µνba + F˜µνab = 0. (2.8)
and that the identities (2.7) are all related to (2.8) by N = 6 supersymmetry.
Our final step is to discover two extra supersymmetries. We discover them and put together
with the N = 6 supersymmetries in SO(8) covariant form. To show that they give N = 8
supersymmetry, it is not enough to just show that the Lagrangian can be written in an SO(8)
invariant form. Indeed, we will find that we need a few more identities of a similar type in
order to have closure of N = 8 supersymmetry transformations modulo the ABJM equations of
motion, SO(8) rotation and gauge transformations.
Incidentally, the above algebraic identities may be interpreted as constraining the matter
fields6 ZAa ’s. This may be an indication of the feature of the ABJM theory that the true degrees
5The symmetry enhancement can not be seen in the classical Lagrangian where k is just an overall factor
multiplying the whole Lagrangian. But if we integrate out the gauge field then these identities will hold for levels
k = 1,2.
6If we take the viewpoint that the (non-dynamical) gauge field is put on-shell and expressed as a composite
field in terms of the matter fields.
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of freedom scales as N3/2, not as N2.
3 Prelude: abelian ABJM theory
3.1 linear sigma model
To appreciate the symmetry enhancement clearer, we first study the abelian ABJM theory. Here,
of course, the 3-algebra structure A3(·) is not essential. We start with (2+1)-dimensional linear
sigma model over the target space C4. There are four complex scalar fields ZA and their complex
conjugates (ZA)∗ = ZA. They transform as 4,4 under SU(4) of the target space. This linear
sigma model corresponds to bosonic part of the ABJM theory with gauge group U(1)×U(1) at
Chern-Simons level k = 1, as we will see in the next section. The action reads
Lmatter =−
∫
d3x ∂µZA∂µZA . (3.1)
The sigma model is invariant under U(4)=SU(4)×U(1) transformations:
δZA = ωAB ZB , (3.2)
Here,
(ω∗)AB +ω
B
A = 0 (3.3)
are anti-hermitian matrices, generating SU(4) transformations by the traceless parts and U(1)
transformation by the trace part. In total, there are 16 real parameters.
The sigma model (3.1) has more symmetries. It is also invariant under the transformations
δZA = ωABZB (3.4)
described by 6 complex parameters related by
ωAB +ωBA = 0,
ω∗ AB +ωBA = 0 . (3.5)
These transformations do not close among themselves. However, when combined with the
above SU(4)×U(1) transformations, they are closed and generate the SO(8) symmetry group
with 28 = 16+6 ·2 real parameters.
To see the SO(8) symmetry better, we elaborate here somewhat technical but fairly straight-
forward discussion regarding how part of the SO(8) transformations not contained in SU(4)×U(1)
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acts on 8v and 8s representations of SO(8). The results obtained here will be useful later. Acting
on a 8v representation VI (I = 1, ...,8), an infinitesimal SO(8) transformation is given by
δVI = ωIJVJ (3.6)
where ωIJ is anti-hermitian and has real components (in other words, it is antisymmetric). We
decompose 8v into a six-dimensional part V M (M = 1, ...,6) and a two-dimensional part V =
v7 + iv8. The metric being Kronecker deltas, we do not distinguish upper or lower SO(8) or
SO(6) indices. The SO(2) parameter is ω78 and the SO(6) parameters are ωMN . We are mainly
interested in the SO(8) rotations that mix SO(6) with SO(2). These rotations are parametrized
by ωM := ωM7 + iωM8 and act on the SO(8) vector as
δV M = 1
2
(
ωM V ∗+ω∗M V
)
δV = ωM V M
δV ∗ = ω∗M V M . (3.7)
An SO(8) Dirac spinor decomposes into Weyl Xα and anti-Weyl spinor ψα˙. These in turn
decompose into Weyl spinors of SO(6). We define these Weyl components as
Xα =
(
ZA
ZA
)
(3.8)
ψα˙ =
(
ψA
−ψA
)
. (3.9)
On the SO(8) R-symmetry Dirac spinor7
Ξ =
(
Xα
ψα˙ ,
)
(3.10)
an infinitesimal SO(8) transformation acts as
δΞ = −1
2
ωMX ΓMX Ξ. (3.11)
Here, the normalization is fixed by how the vector index of gamma matrices transforms (as a
direct consequence of the Clifford algebra),
[ΓIJ,ΓK] = −4δK[IΓJ]. (3.12)
7It is important that this is R-symmetry spinor as opposed to spacetime spinor. In particular, Z is commuting
bosonic field.
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One can view this as the invariance condition of the gamma matrices where all its indices are
transformed. Explicitly, we find the variations as
δZA = i
2
ωMΣM,ABZB
δZA =
i
2
ω∗MΣMABZB, (3.13)
δψA = i
2
ω∗MΣM,ABψB
δψA =
i
2
ωMΣMABψB. (3.14)
3.2 gauging U(1) symmetry
Chern-Simons gauging:
We now gauge the U(1) symmetry by introducing a flat one-form gauge field b. We then define
the covariant derivative
DZA := dZA + ibZA (3.15)
and consider the gauged linear sigma model
−
∫
d3x
(
DµZADµZA +
k
2pi
b∧d a
)
. (3.16)
Here, a is a Lagrange multiplier one-form gauge field that constrains b to be flat, db = 0. This
model equals to the bosonic part of the abelian ABJM action at integer-valued Chern-Simons
level k.
We can integrate out a, setting [1, 16]
k b = d σ . (3.17)
This gives back the linear sigma model modulo the orbifold identification
ZA ≃ e
2pii
k ZA. (3.18)
In general, this identification breaks SO(8) down to SU(4)×U(1). At k = 1,2, however, the
SO(8) symmetry is retained. If the Zk orbifolding is SO(8) invariant, it should commute with
the transformation
ZA → ZA +ωAB ZB . (3.19)
This implies that
ZA → ZA +ωABe−
4pii
k ZB (3.20)
should also be a symmetry. This singles out the Chern-Simons coefficient k to 1,2.
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monopole operators:
Notice that SO(8) symmetry cannot act in this simple way were the gauge field not integrated
out. The transformation
ZA → ZA +ωABZB (3.21)
would not be gauge covariant since ZA and ZA are oppositely charged with respect to the gauge
field b. The remedy for this is to redefine the scalar fields by attaching monopole operators
to these fields in such a way that all equations transform covariantly under the U(1) gauge
transformations. At level k, the monopole operator that we have at our disposal is of the form
Tk = eiσ. (3.22)
From the Chern-Simons term, we also see that this operator carries k unit of electric charge.
Thus, the gauge transformations act as
Tk → eikαTk
ZA → eiαZA
ZA → e−iαZA . (3.23)
At level k = 1, we can make the field redefinitions
ZA → ZA
ZA → T1T1ZA. (3.24)
At level k = 2, we can also make the field redefinitions
ZA → ZA
ZA → T2ZA. (3.25)
On these redefined fields, the SO(8) transformation acts in a gauge covariant way. Important
observation is that, for k > 2, no such local field redefinition is possible. Therefore, this is
another way to see that we can have enhanced SO(8) symmetry only for k = 1,2.
The Chern-Simons coefficient k = 1,2 is also special for a seemingly different reason. Con-
sider two external probes charged electrically under the gauge fields a and the b, respectively.
Upon encircling one of the probes around the other once, we pick up the Aharonov-Bohm phase
exp(2pii/k) as braiding statistics. For k = 1, the phase is trivial and braiding statistics is bosonic.
For k = 2, the phase is pi and braiding statistics is fermionic. For k > 2, the braiding statistics is
anyonic. By the same argument, we see that the composite we formed above would retain the
field statistics unchanged for k = 1,2 but not so for k > 2.
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local versus nonlocal:
The reason we have these monopole operators at our disposal comes from the Chern-Simons
action. Consider the monopole operator
exp iσ(x) := exp
(
i
∫ x
∞
dσ(x)
)
. (3.26)
Naively, one could think that operators of the form exp(iσ(x)/ℓ) is also feasible, where ℓ is an
arbitrary integer. However, this is not so because σ is a compact pseudo-scalar defined over the
period 2pi. This means that that
∮
dσ/ℓ ≃ (2pi/ℓ)Z when we integrate over a closed contour.
Therefore, exp
∫
dσ/ℓ will be path-dependent, and hence non-local unless ℓ= 1.
Not only being local, the monopole operator or products of it is also covariantly constant.
Recalling that the monopole operator Tk carries an electric charge of k unit, the covariant deriva-
tive acting on it is defined by
DµTk =
(
∂µ− ikbµ
)
Tk =
(
i∂µσ− ikbµ
)
eiσ . (3.27)
We see that this indeed vanishes DµTk = 0 by the defining relation of the dual scalar field,
kb = dσ. This shows that Tk is covariantly constant. Notice that this property holds for any k.
Using these properties, we can put ZA and ZA fields on equal footing by attaching appropriate
monopole operators to them. So, ZA carries an electric charge of one unit, while (Tk)nZA carries
an electric charge of nk−1. From the above analysis, we see that these two (composite) fields
are local operators and, as discussed above, can carry equal electric charge when k = 1 and
n = 2 or k = 2 and n = 1, but none for k > 2.
4 The ABJM theory
4.1 hermitian 3-algebra
The ABJM theory is isomorphic to Hermitian 3-algebras up to possible U(1) factors in the
gauge group. As said, instead of studying the ABJM theory for each possible gauge group
separately, it is convenient to utilize the 3-algebra formulation that puts all the possible gauge
groups on equal footing. The only property of the gauge groups we need is then the correspond-
ing fundamental identity of the 3-algebra.
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so(4):
The simplest example of a 3-algebra is that of gauge group G=SUL(2)×SUR(2) =SO(4). This
corresponds to a real (which of course also is hermitian) 3-algebra. To see this, we note the
following gamma matrix identity among the SO(4) gamma matrices γa and the chirality matrix
γ:
γaγcγb− γbγcγa = 2εabcdγ γd. (4.1)
In the Weyl representation, the 3-algebra generators T a sit in the gamma matrices as
γa =
(
0 (T a)i′i
(Ta)
j
j′ 0
)
(4.2)
Here upper (lower) indices i and i′ are (anti)fundamental of SUL(2) and SUR(2), respectively.
The gamma matrix identity above amounts to the 3-algebra
T aTcT b−T bTcT a = f abcdT d (4.3)
with real structure constants f abcd = 2εabcd . Note that SO(4) also happen to have the metric δab
that we can use to raise and lower indices. It is related to the epsilon tensors of SUL(2)×SUR(2)
as
δab(T a)ii′(T b)
j
j′ = 2ε
i jεi′ j′. (4.4)
We also have
(T a)ii′(Ta)
j′ j = 2δijδ j
′
i′ . (4.5)
For generic ABJM gauge groups there is no such invariant tensor that we can use to raise and
lower indices. What we can use instead are monopole operators.
generalizations:
We now generalize the SO(4) 3-algebra by keeping some of the structure of it but dropping the
constraints of having real structure constants and a metric. We denote the complex 3-algebra
generators by T a. We define complex conjugation as
T ∗a = Ta. (4.6)
The 3-bracket maps three elements into a new element
[T a,T b;T c] = f abcdT d. (4.7)
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Here, f abcd are complex-valued structure constants of the 3-algebra. The 3-bracket has the
properties
[T a,T b;T c] = −[T b,T a;T c]
[λT a,T b;T c] = λ[T a,T b;T c]
[T a,T b;λT c] = λ∗[T a,T b;T c]. (4.8)
The 3-bracket obeys the so-called fundamental identity. The fundamental identity is best un-
derstood as a property of the derivation
δ := [·,T b;T a]ωab, (4.9)
Here, ωab is an arbitrary anti-hermitian matrix:
ω∗ab = −ω
b
a . (4.10)
The derivation property is
δ[T e,T d;T c] = [δT e,T d ;T c]+ [T e,δT d;T c]+ [T e,T d ;δT c]. (4.11)
Using (4.9), this amounts to the fundamental identity:
[[T e,T d ;T c],T b;T a]
= [[T e,T b;T a],T d ,T c]+ [T e, [T d,T b;T a];T c]− [T e,T d; [T c,T a;T b]]. (4.12)
In terms of the structure constants, the identity reads
f edc f f f bag = f eba f f f dcg + f dba f f e f cg− f ∗cab f f ed f g. (4.13)
inner product:
We also introduce inner product 〈·, ·〉 such that〈
T a,T b
〉
= δab〈
T a,T b
〉
=
〈
T b,T a
〉∗〈
T a,T b
〉
= 〈Tb,Ta〉 (4.14)
By expanding a field X in the 3-algebra basis X = XaT a, the last property can also be phrased
as
〈X ,Y 〉 = 〈Y ∗,X∗〉 for X = XaT a, Y = YaT a . (4.15)
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This may be taken as defining equation of the hermitian conjugate. Moreover, the inner product
has the invariance property 〈
δT a,T b
〉
+
〈
T a,δT b
〉
= 0 (4.16)
Using (4.9), we get
f ∗abcd = f cdab . (4.17)
One can also check that this condition can be written as
〈X , [Y,Z;U ]〉 = 〈[X ,U ;Z],Y〉 . (4.18)
We note that (4.12), (4.18) generalize the corresponding equations for totally antisymmetric
3-brackets introduced originally for the BLG theory. To get the corresponding fundamental
identity and inner product invariance condition for totally antisymmetric 3-bracket, we just
need to replace [·, ·; ·] by totally antisymmetric 3-bracket [·, ·, ·].
4.2 matrix realization of hermitian 3-algebra
matrix realization:
A matrix realization of the 3-algebra A3(·) is provided by
[X ,Y ;Z] := XZ†Y −Y Z†X
〈X ,Y 〉 := tr(XY †). (4.19)
The matrix-valued fields X ,Y,Z are expanded as X = XaT a etc., where T a is a basis of (M×N)
matrices and Ta are their hermitian conjugates. The 3-bracket is then a map from M×N matrices
to itself – the first requirement of an algebra. Moreover, the bracket satisfies the fundamental
identity (4.12). Hence, it is a realization of the 3-algebra A3(·), called the Lie 3-algebra A3(g).
An explicit solution to the fundamental identity can also be realized in terms of the genera-
tors tα of the associated semi-simple Lie algebra g as [9]
f abcd = (tα)ad(tα)bc (4.20)
where (tα)ab are the generators in the bi-fundamental representation. The index α is lowered
by the inverse of Killing form καβ of the Lie algebra g. This realization does not in general
satisfy antisymmetry with respect to a,b or c,d indices. Imposing this property restricts possible
choices of the Lie algebras g and hence the Lie group G. With the Lie group G = GL ⊗GR,
a,b,c,d ranges over 1, · · · , rank(GL)rank(GR) and α ranges over 1, · · · ,dim(GL) + dim(GR).
Recall that the index α is lowered by the inverse of the Killing form καβ on the semi-simple Lie
algebra.
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similarity transformations:
We can consider two types of similarity transformations of the Lie algebra generators associated
with the 3-algebra. The first type is
(tα)ab → Uac(tα)cdU
†d
b
≡ Uαβ(tβ)ab (4.21)
where UabU†bc = δac and U†bcU ca = δca. The second type is
(tα)ab → Ubc(tα)cdUda (4.22)
where UabUbc = δac and Uab = Uba. Both types of transformations leave the Killing form καβ
invariant, and hence the 3-algebra structure constants are invariant. Explicitly,
f abcd = f e f gh UaeUb fU†gcU†hd (4.23)
and
f abcd = f e f gh UgaUhbUceUd f , (4.24)
respectively. Notice that the first type of transformations form a closed group, while the second
is not. However, the total sum of the two types again forms a closed transformation group,
which we denote as Ĝ.
The first type of similarity transformation means that the 3-algebra is invariant under the
unitary transformation
T a → T bUab (4.25)
The infinitesimal version of this invariance condition leads to the fundamental identity. Namely
if we write
Uab = δab +Ωab (4.26)
we find that
δ f bcda = 0 (4.27)
where we define
δ f bcda = Ωbe f ecda +Ωce f beda−Ωed f bcea−Ωea f bcde. (4.28)
To make the connection with the fundamental identity, we just write out Ωba = ωdc f bcda.
The second type of similarity transformation is the transformation we shall use repeatedly
in later sections.
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4.3 ABJM theory in hermitian 3-algebra
We now describe the ABJM theory in 3-algebra formulation and arrive at (2.6).
lagrangian:
In 3-algebra formulation, the covariant derivative is given by
iDµZa := i∂µZa +ZbA˜µba; Dµψa := ∂µψa +ψbA˜bµa, (4.29)
where
A˜µba ≡ Aµdc f bcda. (4.30)
Our gauge fields are anti-Hermitian:
A˜∗µba =−A˜µab equivalently A∗µba =−Aµab. (4.31)
To translate the action to the more familiar Lie algebra formulation, we use some properties
of the 3-algebra of the previous subsection. We just use the matrix realization (4.19). We also
define gauge fields of the two Lie groups GL,GR associated with the 3-algebra by
ALµ = AµdcT cTd
ARµ = AµdcTdT c . (4.32)
With these steps, we find the followings. First, the Chern-Simons term in the 3-algebra formu-
lation turns into two Chern-Simons terms in Lie algebra formulation:
k
2pi
εµνλTr(ALµ∂νALλ +
2i
3 A
L
µALνALλ)−
k
2pi
εµνλTr(ARµ ∂νARλ +
2i
3 A
R
µ ARν ARλ) . (4.33)
Second, the gauge covariant derivatives acting on matter fields are given by
iDµZA = i∂µZA−ALµZA +ZAARµ (4.34)
and similarly for fermions. Third, the Yukawa-like terms are given by
ψAaψAbZBc ZdB = Tr(ψAψAZBZB)−Tr(ψAZBZBψA) (4.35)
etc. The same works for the scalar potential terms. This shows that the ABJM action (2.6) in 3-
algebra formulation is identical to the ABJM action in Lie algebra formulation, as demonstrated
first in [9].
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on-shell N = 6 supersymmetry:
For later use, we here enlist N = 6 supersymmetry transformations of the ABJM theory in the
3-algebra formulation. They are
δZAa = −iεABψBa
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa −
(
εABZBb Z
C
c Z
d
C + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda
δA˜µba =
(
iεABγµZAc ψBd − iεABγµψAcZdB
)
f bcda. (4.36)
The closure relations read
[δη,δε]ZAa = −2iεMγµηMDµZAa + Λ˜baZAb ,
[δη,δε]ψAa = −2iεMγµηMDµψAa + Λ˜baψAb
+iεMγληMγλEAa+ iεM(ΣMN)ABηNEBa,
[δη,δε]A˜µba = −2iεMγµηMF˜νµba−DµΛ˜ba (4.37)
with the gauge parameter
Λ˜ba = 2iεM(ΣMN)ABηNZAc ZdB f bcda. (4.38)
The equations of motion needed to close the supersymmetry on-shell are EAa = 0 with
EAa = γµDµψAa +
(
ψAbZCc ZdC−2ψBbZBc ZdA + εABCDZBb ZCc ψDd
)
f bcda (4.39)
for the fermions and
F˜µνba = −εµνλ
(
ZAc D
λZdA−D
λZAc Z
d
A− iψAdγλψAc
)
f bcda (4.40)
for the gauge field.
5 Monopole Operator and Gauge Covariance
In this section, we shall introduce a monopole operator of requisite property which will play a
central role in the foregoing discussions. Consider for definiteness the gauge group SU (M) ×
SU(N). We start with infinitesimal gauge transformations
δA˜µba = −DµΛ˜ba
δZAa = ZbΛ˜ba (5.1)
on gauge field and matter fields, respectively, where
Λ˜ba = Λcd f bcda. (5.2)
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and Λcd is any antihermitian matrix.
The scalar fields in the Lie algebra and the 3-algebra basis are related by
Ziα = Za(T a)iα (5.3)
and similarly for the fermion fields. Here i,α are indices of M,N, respectively. Complex
conjugate field is
(Z∗)iα = Z
α
i = Z
a(Ta)αi . (5.4)
Gauge transformation with gauge group element (gL,gR) acts on the bi-fundamental matter field
as
Ziα → (g
L)i jZ
j
β(g
R†)βα. (5.5)
5.1 nonabelian monopole operators
We now introduce monopole operators [7]. For nonabelian gauge groups, following Goddard-
Nuyt-Olive, we may define the monopole operator by embedding the abelian magnetic monopoles
to the nonabelian gauge group g. For each Cartan U(1) subgroup, we specify the abelian mag-
netic monopole configuration:
F =
1
4pir2
diag( m1, m2, · · · , md ) (5.6)
up to g conjugation. Classically, monopole operators have vanishing engineering dimension
and R charge. Quantum mechanically, they may be afflicted by anomalous contributions. We
shall assume that this is not the case, as was done recently in [8]. See also [15] for a further
recent work.
Recall that ‘t Hooft loop operator is defined by the operation of singular gauge transfor-
mations around a (closed) contour C. The operation creates a magnetic flux at and along the
contour C. In a theory with Chern-Simons coupling such as BLG or ABJM, the gauge trans-
formation gives rise to Wilson loop operator along C. This implies that the Chern-Simons
coupling equates ‘t Hooft loop operator to the Wilson loop operator. Now, introduce a magnetic
monopole. The monopole can open up the contour C of the ‘t Hooft operator into the monopole
operator, connected by semi-infinite ‘t Hooft operator. The above equivalence between the
‘t Hooft and the Wilson loop operators is then extendible to the equivalence between the flux-
creating monopole operator defined on a semi-infinite contour Co and the charge-creating holon-
omy operator defined on the same semi-infinite contour Co. If the Chern-Simons level is k and
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the monopole charge is ( m1,m2, · · · , md ), the holonomy operator is in the representation of
(km1,km2, · · · ,kmd) Young tableaux.
The monopole operator that transforms in the fundamental representations of GL =U(M)
and GR =U(N) are denoted as W L and W R, respectively:
(W L)i → (W L) j(gL
†
) ji
(W R)α → (W R)β(gR
†
)βα. (5.7)
Utilizing them, it is possible to obtain composite fields transforming differently. For example,
one can form a gauge singlet composite of the bi-fundamental field Z and monopole operators:
(W L)iZiα(W R
†
)α = Za(W L)i(T a)iα(W R
†
)α . (5.8)
Obviously, such an operation does not bring the matter field outside the 3-algebra A3, so the
composite must again be some linear combination of 3-algebra generators. As such, we define
the monopole operator of defining representation in 3-algebra formulation as
W a ≡ (W L)i(T a)iα(W R
†
)α. (5.9)
Therefore,
Z =W aZa (5.10)
will be the above gauge singlet composite operator. Associated with W a, there is also the
monopole operator Wa =W ∗a transforming in the complex conjugate representation.
We can also form composites of other representations than the bi-fundamental, but again the
resulting composite operator must be some linear combination of 3-algebra generators. In fact,
in order to extend N = 6 supersymmetry to N = 8 supersymmetry, we may need the monopole
operators of higher representations [19]. The most general monopole operator in the Lie algebra
and in the 3-algebra basis are related each other as
W a1...ak = W α1...αki1...ik (T
a1)i1α1...(T
ak)ikαk . (5.11)
It turns out sufficient to consider symmetric rank-2 representations, W ab and Wab. We note
that these monopole operators can act to lower and raise gauge indices in a covariant way. For
example, by attaching these monopole operators, we have
ZAa =W abZAb , ZAa =WabZ
b
A . (5.12)
Beware these operations are different from complex conjugation ZA∗a = ZaA etc. In particular, the
SU(4) representation is not affected by attaching the monopole operators.
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Under gauge transformations, the rank-2 monopole operators transform as
δW ab = −W cbΛ˜ca−W acΛ˜cb
δWab = Λ˜acWcb + Λ˜bcWac (5.13)
Moreover, they have the properties
WacW cb = δba
Wab = Wba
W ab = W ba (5.14)
In the Lie algebra formulation, the relevant monopole operator is the one in bi-fundamental
representations
W αi = (W R†)α(W L)i
W iα = (W L†)i(W R)α. (5.15)
They are related to the rank-2 monopole operators W ab,Wab by
W abTb = WT aW
WabT b = W †TaW †. (5.16)
5.2 general covariance
So far, we focused primarily on the representation contents of the monopole operators. In
general, the monopole operators of a given representation are nonlocal. For the symmetric
rank-2 representations, by the Dirac quantization condition, the monopole operator turns out a
local operator only if the Chern-Simons level takes values k = 1 or 2. This locality condition
leads to an important condition to the gauge field strength, which plays an essential role in
foregoing considerations concerning supersymmetry enhancement. Much like the abelian case,
invisibility of Dirac string implies that the monopole operator is covariantly constant:
DµWcb ≡ ∂µWcb + A˜dµcWdb + A˜µdbWcd = 0. (5.17)
From this, it follows that
W ac[Dµ,Dν]Wcb = 0 (5.18)
and this amounts to the following flatness condition for the field strength
F˜µνba + F˜µνab = 0. (5.19)
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Here, we defined
F˜µνab = W acWbdF˜µνcd . (5.20)
By straightforward generalization, one can construct similar relations for monopole operators
of higher charge.
A few remarks are in order. First, for level k = 1, we should in principle also be able to
bring all matter fields into gauge singlets using Wa and W a monopole operators. However, this
does not give us any nice identity for the field strength. Instead, what we get is Fµν,abWb = 0.
However, we can not conclude from this any identity for Fµν itself. It would be interesting to
analyze how to use W a and Wa to see supersymmetry and R-symmetry enhancement for level
k = 1. In our approach, we shall be using Wab and W ab for both k = 1 and k = 2.
Second, expanding Fµν = Fµν,αtα in the Lie algebra generators, one might be tempted to
conclude from (5.19) that the Lie algebra generators are invariant under the similarity transfor-
mation induced by the monopole operator
(tα)ba = −Wac(tα)cdW db. (5.21)
This is not right because the gauge field strength cannot be varied independently of the monopole
operator. Therefore (5.19) does not imply (5.21). In fact, (5.21) is not even gauge covariant
since the generators do not transform under the gauge transformations whereas the monopole
operators do transform in general. On the other hand, if we assume (5.21), we find the BLG the-
ory as the only solution for which Wab = δab, the Kroenecker delta of the SO(4)=SUL(2)×SUR(2)
gauge group (which is invariant, δδab =Λcaδcb+Λcbδac =Λba+Λab = 0) and (tα)ab =(tα)ab =
−(tα)ba are the antisymmetric generators of SO(4) gauge group. This is one of many indica-
tions that supersymmetry enhancement for the ABJM theory is highly nontrivial than one might
naively extrapolate from the BLG theory.
Third, for a monopole operator Wa1···ak of a representation involving k Young tableaux boxes,
the path independence implies that
DµWa1···ak = 0. (5.22)
To see this, start with path integral of the gauge field. Upon taking singular gauge transformation
of ‘t Hooft loop operator and creating magnetic monopole of flux Φ, the Chern-Simons action
induces a Wilson line along ‘time’ direction whose charge is kΦ. This is the monopole operator
whose representation is given by kΦ Young tableaux boxes. This is the direct generalization of
the abelian case studied in section 3.
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6 Closure among ABJM and non-ABJM fields
6.1 closure relation and gauge condition
As far as N = 6 and SU(4) symmetry variations (let us denote variations as δ) are concerned,
since ABJM fields and non-ABJM fields do not mix, we do not need to consider the quantities
Ωωba ≡ W bcδωWca, (6.1)
which encodes variation of the monopole operator. On the other hand, when we explore possible
N = 8 and SO(8) symmetry enhancement, we must consider these quantities since the ABJM
and non-ABJM fields mix each other. A priori, this indicates that we need to find explicit
expression of Ωba. This, however, turned out extremely difficult. Fortuitously, we never need
the explicit expression, as we now explain below.
It is easy to see why Ωba is needed when we mix the ABJM and non-ABJM fields. Let us
assume that
δZAa = ˆδZAa , (6.2)
where ˆδ denotes any variation that does not involve Ωba explicitly. We then get
δZAa = ˆδZAa−ΩabZAb. (6.3)
On the other hand, there is no good reason why ABJM fields should be treated any differently
from non-ABJM fields. What we call ABJM and non-ABJM fields is really a matter of conven-
tion. Therefore, there is no reason we should not have Ωba dependent terms in the variations of
the ABJM fields. Let us therefore treat ABJM and non-ABJM fields on equal footing and take
the general ansatz for the variations of the fields as
δZAa = ˆδZAa + γΩbaZAb
δZAa = ˆδZAa +(γ−1)ΩabZAb. (6.4)
Here γ could a priori be any real number. We then have
δ(DµZAa ) = ˆδ(DµZAa )+ γΩbaDµZAb . (6.5)
From the left-hand side, we get
δAbµa = ˆδAµba + γDµΩba . (6.6)
Any symmetry variations should close among themselves. This requirement has an interest-
ing consequence when it is applied to variations that mixes ABJM and non-ABJM fields. We
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get no restriction on γ as long as we consider variations that do not mix ABJM and non-ABJM
fields. Let us therefore consider SO(8) variations that mix these fields. We can also consider
N = 8 variations but the steps are essentially the same. The variations take the form
δZAa = ωABZBa + γZAb Ωba
δZAa = ωABZaB +(γ−1)ΩabZAb
δZAa = −ωABZBa +(1− γ)ZAbΩba . (6.7)
More general variation may be considered such as ˆδZAa = ωABabZAb +ωABabZBb + ... but the
conclusion will anyway be the same. Since ZAa and ZAa transform the same under the gauge
group and the second terms on the right hand side of the variations rotates gauge indices only,
it motivates to have γ = (1− γ), viz.γ = 1/2. We now show explicitly that this is indeed the
necessary condition for the closure.
The closure among these variations reads
[δη,δω] = δ[η,ω] . (6.8)
We get
[δη,δω]ZAa = [η,ω]ABZBa
+(1− γ)ΩηbaωABZBb + γΩωbaηABZBb
−(1− γ)ΩωbaηABZBb− γΩηbaωABZBb
+(γ2− γ)ZAb [Ωη,Ωω]ba + γZAb Ω[η,ω]ba (6.9)
Here, we have used the variation
δηΩωba = −ΩηbdΩωda +W bcδηδωWca . (6.10)
We also made the assumption that the variations close on the monopole operator
[δη,δε]Wab = δ[η,ω]Wab. (6.11)
We now see that we can have the closure relation provided we set
γ = 1
2
, (6.12)
since in this case the mixed transformation terms cancel each other. The remaining terms read
[δη,δω]ZAa = [η,ω]ABZBa
+ZAb
(
1
2
Ω[η,ω]ba−
1
4
[Ωη,Ωω]ba
)
. (6.13)
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Here, Ωs form a closed algebra
[Ωη,Ωω] = Ω[η,ω] (6.14)
due to the fact that Ωs are homomorphism of SO(8) to ˆˆG. Comparing with (6.7), we see that
the closure relation is up to a gauge transformation:
[δη,δω]ZAa = δ[η,ω]ZAa +δgaugeZAa (6.15)
where the gauge parameter is given by −14Ω[η,ω].
The result we found on γ is very interesting. It means that we find a gauge variation with
gauge parameter
Λba =
1
2
Ωba (6.16)
induced from the SO(8) variations. This gauge variation can be off-set by making another
gauge variation. This is the lucky circumstance that makes it possible to study variations that
mix ABJM and non-ABJM fields without having to solve the tremendously difficult problem of
finding an explicit expression for Ωba or of the variation of the monopole operator itself.
Having seen that 12Ω is just a gauge parameter, we can just drop all Ω-dependent terms from
our variations from the outset.
6.2 combining gauge covariance with N = 6 supersymmetry
We can use N = 6 supersymmetry to vary the identity (5.19) and get new identities. We can vary
F˜µν either by varying its on-shell expression (4.40), or we can compute the variation induced by
variation of the gauge field as
δεF˜µν = DµδεA˜ν−DνδεA˜µ. (6.17)
Both computations give the same result when the fields are put on-shell. The latter approach is
the quicker, and it gives the result
δεF˜µνba = −iεABγνDµ(ψAcZdB) f bcda +(a.h.c). (6.18)
where (a.h.c) means that we should make the result antihermitian by adding the anti-hermitian
conjugate term. Instead of computing the supersymmetry variation of A˜µab = A˜µdcW bcWda, we
use the former approach and compute the variation of the on-shell field strength F˜µνab
F˜µνab = −εµνλ
(
ZAdDλZAc−DλZAdZAc− iψAc γλψdA
)
f bcda. (6.19)
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Then we can make a supersymmetry variation of the on-shell field strength. The result we get
then is
δεFµνab = −iεABγνDµ(ψAcZdB) f bcda + (a.h.c.). (6.20)
Now the N = 6 supersymmetry variation of the identity (5.19) reads
εABγ[νDµ](ψAcZdB +ψdAZBc) f bcda + (a.h.c.) = 0. (6.21)
εAB and its conjugate are arbitrary, so we find the equations
γ[νDµ](ψ[AcZdB]+ψd[AZB]c) f bcda = 0. (6.22)
From this equation it follows that
Dµ(ψ[AcZdB]+ψ
d
[AZB]c) f bcda = 0.
To understand this we note that an equation γνDµψ− γµDνψ = 0 implies γµDµψ = 0 upon con-
tracting by γµν. Second if we contract by γµ we find −Dνψ− γν(γµDµψ) = 0. Hence Dνψ = 0.
The covariant derivative only acts on gauge indices, not on spinor indices. Since there is no
independent covariantly constant spinor, we find six identities
(ψ[AcZdB]+ψd[AZB]c) f bcda = 0 (6.23)
one for each choice of the antisymmetric indices [AB]. The right-hand side is zero since there is
no non-trivial spinor of the same quantum number as the left-hand side.
It turns out (6.23) is the supersymmetry variation of the identity:
(ZAc Z
d
A +Z
AdZAc) f bcda = 0. (6.24)
Again we could have added a supersymmetric invariant to the right hand side, but there is no
such an invariant which is also gauge covariant and has the same dimension. To show this
identity, take N = 6 supersymmetry transformation of (6.24):
0 = −iεAB
(
ψBcZdA +ψdBZAc
)
+iεAB
(
ZAc ψBd +ZAdψBc
)
+
1
2
(
ZAe Z
d
A +Z
AdZAe
)(
Ωec f bcda−Ωcd f beca
)
. (6.25)
To get (6.23) from this, we need to show that the third line vanishes. We note that Ω is a Lie
algebra element, and hence we can pull out one 3-algebra structure constant from it as
Ωba = ωdc f bcda (6.26)
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or we may directly use the fundamental identity (4.27) δ f beda = 0. Either way, we can rewrite
the third line as
1
2
(
ZAe Z
d
A +Z
AdZAe
)(
Ωbc f ceda−Ωca f bedc
)
(6.27)
and this vanishes by the identity (6.24). This result is in concordance with the fact that Ω-terms
should play no important role in our equations.
We can generate identities involving three matter fields by making N = 6 supersymmetry
variation of the identity
F˜baDnZbA + F˜abD
nZbA = 0 (6.28)
where Dn means any number n derivatives. The non-trivial thing to be varied here is F˜ . If
we vary DnZbA then we find a vanishing contribution by the identity F˜ba + F˜ab = 0. The new
identities we generate this way read
(DnZA)Dµ(ψ[BZC])+Dµ(ψ[BZC])(DnZA) = 0. (6.29)
We want to conclude from this that we must have an identity
ZAψ[BZC]+ψ[BZC]ZA = 0 (6.30)
with no derivatives.
7 N = 8 Supersymmetry
We require any N = 8 supersymmetry variations be such they reproduce BLG variations for
BLG gauge groups (that means SO(4) and such, for which Wab = δab and f bcda = fbcda real
and totally antisymmetric). We also require gauge covariance. We then find Ω terms that
contribute a gauge variation with gauge parameter 12Ω. We off-set these by a supplementary
gauge variation. Then we end up with the following ansatz for N = 8 supersymmetry variations
(for levels k = 1,2),
δZAa = iεABψBa − εψAa
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa + iγµεDµZAa
+
(
εABZBb Z
C
c Z
d
C + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda
−iεZAbZBc ZdB f bcda +
i
3
ε∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda,
δA˜µba =
(
− iεABγµψAcZdB + iεABγµZAc ψBd
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+εγµψBcZBd + ε∗γµZBcψBd
)
f bcda, (7.1)
Much is surely getting fixed in these supersymmetry transformations by the requirement that
it reproduces the BLG transformation rules in certain limits. We go through that argument in
detail in Appendix using triality. Gauge covariance then dictates how to put the gauge 3-algebra
indices, at least to a large extent. Still some ambiguities remain. We will see how that ambiguity
is cured by having associated identities in section 7.1.
It is also worth of noting that the supersymmetry transformations (7.1) involve terms of
baryon number ∆QB = 0,±1. In M-theory, the baryon number is related to the Kaluza-Klein
momentum around the M-theory circle. Upon dimensional reduction, there may be a priori an
infinite tower of fields carrying multiple Kaluza-Klein momentum. The fact that only fields
with ∆QB = 0,±1 and none with ∆QB ≥ 2 appear implies that higher momentum modes are
bound-states of these elementary modes.
7.1 closing N = 2 supersymmetry
The most general ansatz for the N = 2 supersymmetry variations such that they reduce to
BLG variations for BLG gauge groups are given by a 3-parameter family (we denote the three
parameters as a, b and d respectively):
δZAa = −εψAa
δψAa = iγµεDµZAa− iε
(
aZAbZBc Z
d
B +bZBb ZAcZdB +(1−a−b)ZBbZBc ZdA
)
f bcda
+
i
3
ε∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda,
δA˜µba =
(
− εγµZAc ψdA− ε∗γµψAc ZdA
+dεγµ
(
ZAc ψdA +ZAdψAc
)
+dε∗γµ
(
ψAc ZdA +ψAdZAc
))
f bcda (7.2)
Eventually, we will see that all three parameters are traded for the three identities. At present,
the only identity we can make use of, is identity in (6.24). We then find that the following
variations
δZAa = −εψAa
δψAa = iγµεDµZAa− iεZAb(cZBc ZdB− (1− c)ZBdZBc) f bcda +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c ZDd f bcda,
δA˜µba = −(εγµ(cZBc ψdB− (1− c)ZBdψBc)+ ε∗γµ(cγµψBc ZdB− (1− c)ψBdZBc) f bcda (7.3)
close on some equations of motion. More precisely, they close on the one parameter set of
equations of motion
0 = γµDµψAa
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+c
(
2ZAbZBc ψdB +ψAbZBc ZdB
)
f bcda
−(1− c)
(
2ZAbψBcZBd +ψAbZBcZBd
)
f bcda
+
1
3
εABCD(2ψBb ZCc ZDd +ZBb ZCc ψDd) f bcda . (7.4)
Of course, we can not really get different results since we use just one and the same supersym-
metry variation, and the dependence on the parameter c is fake, because we have the identity
(6.24). So the equations of motion must not depend on the parameter c. This implies that
ZAb
(
ZBc ψdB +ψBcZBd
)
f bcda = 0. (7.5)
Contracting this identity by ψAa we get
ZAbψAa
(
ZBc ψdB +ψBcZBd
)
f bcda = 0 (7.6)
We then recall that
W edWf c f bcda = W bgWah f ehg f (7.7)
which enable us to rewrite this identity as a perfect square∣∣∣(ZBc ψdB +ψBcZBd) f bcda∣∣∣2 = 0 (7.8)
where |Mba|2 ≡MbaM∗ba. Since each term in that sum is non-negative, we deduce the following
set of identities (
ZBc ψdB +ψBcZBd
)
f bcda = 0. (7.9)
We must be have two more identities,(
ZAbZBc Z
d
B +ZBbZ
B
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda = 0 (7.10)
and
ψBb
(
ZAcZBd +ZBc Z
d
A
)
f bcda = 0 (7.11)
in order to be able to close N = 2 variations among themselves. These identities can not
be derived without using N = 6 supersymmetry though, and we will return to the derivation
of these identities in the next section. For the time being let us note that the identity (7.10)
is required in order to make the ansatz for the N = 2 supersymmetry variations free from
ambiguities despite there are three free parameters. To each of these parameters there will be
an associated identity and so there will be no ambiguities.
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From the identity (7.10) we can derive another identity(
ψCb ZBcZBd −ZBbZBc ψCd
)
f bcda = 0 (7.12)
To see this we make an N = 5 supersymmetry variation of (7.10). That gives us
0 = ΣMAD
(
ψDb ZBc ZdB−ZBb ZBcψDd
)
+ΣM,BD
(
ZAbψ[DcZdB]+Z[BbψD]cZ
d
A
)
+ΣMBD
(
ZAbZ[BcψD]d +ψ[DbZB]cZdA
)
. (7.13)
Then the identity ZBbZDc ψBd +ψBb ZDc ZdB = 0 follows from the identity Eq (6.23). Hence, we are
left with the identity in (7.12). Consequently, if we can establish (7.12) then we can also be sure
that (7.10) holds.
Given these identities, we find the following closure relations for the N = 2 supersymmetry
variations,
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]ZAa = −2iεX γµηX DµZAa + Λ˜(22)baZAb
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]ψAa = −2iεX γµηX DµψAa + Λ˜(22)baψAa
+iεX γληX γλE
(22)
Aa −2ε
[8η7]E(22)Aa ,
[δ(2)η ,δ(2)ε ]A˜µba = −2iεX γµηX F˜νµba−DµΛ˜(22)ba (7.14)
with gauge parameter
Λ˜(22)ba = 4ε[8η7]ZBc ZdB f bcda (7.15)
and we have closure on the ABJM equations of motion.
7.2 commuting N = 6 and N = 2 supersymmetries
As all identities are of essentially the same form we find it more transparent if we introduce a
short-hand notation. We write XY as short for XcY d f bcda and XY Z as short for XbYcZd f bcda.
We write U [XYZ] as short for UaXbYcZd f bcda.
Making an N = 6 supersymmetry variation of identity (7.5) we obtain three new identities8,
Z[ADµZB]+(DµZ[B)ZA] = 0 (7.17)
Z[A[ZB]ZCZC]+ [Z[BZCZC]ZA]+ZC[ZAZBZC]+ [ZAZBZC]ZC = 0 (7.18)
ψ[AγµψB] = 0. (7.19)
8To understand how we can get three new identies instead of just one, we note that an equation of the form
γµεMVµ + εMU = 0 (7.16)
with εM arbitrary, implies that U = 0 and Vµ = 0 separately.
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To be able to close supersymmetry and show SO(8) invariance, we must have two more identi-
ties. These are
ZAZBZC−ZCZ[AZB] = 0,
ZAZBZC−ZCZ[AZB] = 0. (7.20)
We derive these identities as follows. Contracting the first equation by the totally independent
spinor ψCa, we see that the result vanishes by identities (6.23), (7.12). As an unnecessary extra
check we can also contract the left-hand side by ZCa and again get zero by identity (7.10). Now
we have more than shown that this identity holds. The second identity is proved the same way,
by contracting by ψaC.
Let us make an N = 6 supersymmetry variation of the first identity. Expanding ΣM,ABΣNCD
using Fierz relations in appendix, we find the supersymmetry variation gives just one single set
of identities,
ψCZ[AZB]−ZAZBψC = 0. (7.21)
Using the same method as above, but applied to mixed supersymmetry variations9, we gen-
erate the following new identities
ZAψ[DZB]−ψ[DZB]ZA = 0 (7.22)
ZAZ[BψD]+ψ[DZB]ZA = 0 (7.23)
Using this we can now also derive the identity (7.10) that we had left-over from the previous
section. We start by specializing identity (7.21) to the identity (we also complex conjugate)
−ZBZ[BψA]+ψ[BZA]ZB = 0. (7.24)
Expanding this out, we have(
ZBZAψB +ψBZAZB
)
−
(
ZBZBψA−ψAZBZB
)
= 0. (7.25)
We may rewrite the first parentesis as ZA
(
ZBψB +ψBZB
)
. We now see that this vanishes by an
identity. Then the second parentesis must also vanish and we obtain the identity (7.12), which
in turn follows from (7.10) by a supersymmetry variation.
Finally we derive (7.11) by specializing (7.22) to the identity
ψ[BZA]ZB−ZBψ[BZA] = 0. (7.26)
9In practive this means we compute δ(6)ε (aZAZBZB + bZBZAZB +(1− a− b)ZBZBZA) and require the result be
independent of a and b.
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We expand out this as
ψB
(
ZAZB +ZBZA
)
−ψA
(
ZBZB +ZBZB
)
= 0 (7.27)
The second parentesis vanishes by a by now familiar identity, and (7.11) follows.
We have now completed the derivation of all identities we need to close N = 8 supersym-
metry on-shell.
Commuting an N = 2 and an N = 6 variation, given the above identities, we get
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])ZAa = Λ˜baZAb,
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])ψAa = Λ˜baψAb− (εABη−ηABε)EBa ,
([δ(2)η ,δ(6)ε ]+ [δ(6)η ,δ(2)ε ])A˜µba = −DµΛ˜ba (7.28)
with gauge parameter
Λ˜(62)ba =
(
εηABZAc ZBd + ε∗ηABZAcZdB
)
f bcda− (ε ↔ η) (7.29)
and we have closure on the ABJM fermionic equation of motion.
8 Manifestly SO(8) invariant ABJM scalar potential
In the previous section, we asked how N = 6 supersymmetry of the ABJM theory can be
enhanced to N = 8 supersymmetry at k = 1,2. In this section, we shall ask analogous question:
how SU(4) R-symmetry of the ABJM theory can be enhanced to SO(8) R-symmetry. Once
again, we find that the enhancement takes place at k = 1,2, for which the symmetric rank-2
monopole operator becomes local and plays the essential role that allows rotation between 4
and 4 in a manner compatible with gauge covariance.
For concreteness, we shall focus on the ABJM sextet potential. The consideration extends
to the ABJM Yukawa interactions in precisely the same way as the sextet potential. First of all,
the ABJM sextet potential is expressible mostly compactly using the 3-bracket formulation. It
takes the form
VABJM =
2
3
(
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2−
1
2
‖[ZA,ZB;ZA]‖2
)
, (8.1)
where
‖X‖2 := 〈X ,X〉 (8.2)
and SU(4) indices A,B,C, · · · are contracted. We note that in this notation all SU(4) indices are
up-stairs despite some of them are being contracted. As before, in this notation, any time an
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SU(4) index is found down-stairs, that will correspond to a non-ABJM field – a elementary field
with the symmetric rank-2 monopole operator attached.
For the sake of completeness, let us list a few equivalent ways of expressing the ABJM
sextet potential. We have the following alternative expressions
V =
2
3
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]+α[ZD,Z[A;ZD]δB]C ‖2
V =
2
3
(
f abgh f che f − 12 f
ab
eh f chg f
)
ZAa ZeAZ
B
b Z
f
BZ
C
c Z
g
C (8.3)
in the 3-algebra formulation. Here, we can choose either α = 12 or α =
1
6 . In the matrix realiza-
tion of the 3-algebra, we find the potential expressed as
V = −
1
3tr
(
ZAZAZBZBZCZC +ZAZAZBZBZCZC
+4 ZAZCZBZAZCZB−6ZAZCZBZBZCZA
)
(8.4)
and as it should, this vanishes when the matrices are commuting.
We now show that the ABJM potential can be written in the manifestly SO(8) invariant form
of hermitian BLG theory:
VBLG =
1
12
‖[Zα,Zβ;Zγ]‖2. (8.5)
Here, Zα are real-valued SO(8) spinors and Zα is not distinguished from Zα. Expanding the
fields as Zα = (ZA,ZA), viz. Zαa = (ZAa ,ZAa) where ZA has a monopole operator attached, we
can express the BLG scalar potential in the form
VBLG =
1
6
(
‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2+‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2 +2‖[ZA,ZB;ZC]‖2
)
. (8.6)
We will now prove that the BLG scalar potential in the above form is identical to the ABJM
potential once the algebraic identities derived in the previous section are taken into account.
First, we use the identities (7.20) and put the BLG potential (8.6) further in the form:
VBLG =
1
6
(〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
+3
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC][ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉)
. (8.7)
Next, we use the fundamental identity (4.12) together with the trace invariance condition (4.18)
and derive the following trace identity:
〈[X ,Y ;Z], [U,V ;W ]〉 = 〈[X ,W ;V ], [U,Z;Y ]〉
−〈[Y,W ;V ], [U,Z;X ]〉
+〈[X ,Y ;U ], [Z,V ;W ]〉 . (8.8)
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Notice that the fundamental identity (4.12) is essentially the same algebraic structure as in the
BLG theory, the only difference being that the ABJM 3-algebra is a refined version of the BLG
3-algebra where care must be taken for the way the generators are ordered inside the 3-product.
Notice also that the condition (4.18) is the same trace invariance condition as in the BLG theory,
the only difference being that care must be taken for the ordering of elements. By applying (8.9),
we derive another identity:〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
−
〈
[ZB,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZA]
〉
+
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZA], [ZC,ZB;ZC]
〉
. (8.9)
Now, we rewrite the last term as
[ZC,ZB;ZC] = [−ZC,ZB;ZC] (8.10)
using the identity (7.20) and the second term as
[ZB,ZC;ZB] = [ZB,ZC;ZB] (8.11)
again using (7.20). Using this, we can write the trace identity (8.9) in the form〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
−2
〈
[ZB,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZA]
〉
. (8.12)
Substituting this expression into the hermitian BLG potential, we find that this becomes pre-
cisely the same as the ABJM potential. This establishes the sought-for SO(8) invariance of the
ABJM scalar potential.
It is interesting to observe that, despite the 3-brackets are a priori antisymmetric only in its
first two entries, these 3-brackets are totally antisymmetric in all its entries. That is,
VBLG =
1
12
|| [ Z[α,Zβ;Zγ] ] || . (8.13)
We now show that this remarkable bonus property follows again from the algebraic identities
we derived in the previous sections. First, we consider the first term in the ABJM potential and
just apply the identity (7.20), which in terms of 3-brackets reads
[ZA,ZB;ZC] =
1
2
(
[ZC,ZA;ZB]− [ZC,ZB;ZA]
)
. (8.14)
Again, notice that the right hand side involves two non-ABJM fields, viz. two monopole oper-
ators. We then get〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZB;ZC]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZC,ZA;ZB]
〉
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= −
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
(8.15)
and we can continue from here as
−
〈
[ZA,ZB;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
=
〈
[ZB,ZA;ZC], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
=
〈
[ZA,ZC;ZB], [ZA,ZC;ZB]
〉
. (8.16)
Of course it is not true that
[ZA,ZB;ZC] = −[ZA,ZC;ZB] (8.17)
For this to be true we must contract by something antisymmetric in BC. However, there is no
way to really tell whether this is the case or not by just looking at the first term – this term
behaves in all respects just as if the 3-bracket had been totally antisymmetric.
For the second term we have by identities
[ZA,ZB;ZA] = −[ZA,ZA;ZB]. (8.18)
Hence, the terms are totally antisymmetric. This completes the proof.
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A SO(8) gamma matrices
Here ΓI are SO(8) gamma matrices in the Weyl basis
ΓI =
(
0 ΓIα ˙β
ΓIα˙β 0
)
(A.1)
They can be chosen to have real components and are then antisymmetric
(ΓI)T = −ΓI . (A.2)
The charge conjugation matrix is then
Ω =
(
δαβ 0
0 δα˙ ˙β
)
(A.3)
and its inverse is
Ω−1 =
(
δαβ 0
0 δα˙ ˙β
)
(A.4)
Since invariant tensors with two equal indices (that is δIJ, δαβ and δα˙ ˙β) in SO(8) are thus identity
matrices, we can put all SO(8) indices downstairs. We define the chirality matrix
Γ = Γ12...8 (A.5)
These gamma matrices have properties
Γ2 = 1
{Γ,ΓI} = 0
ΓT = Γ
(ΓI)T = −ΓI
(ΓIJ)T = −ΓIJ
(ΓIJK)T = ΓIJK
(ΓIJKL)T = ΓIJKL (A.6)
and duality
ΓI1...Im =
1
(8−m)!ε
I1...ImIm+1...I8ΓΓI8...Im+1
ΓΓI8...Im = 1
(m−1)!
εI1...ImIm+1...I8ΓI1...Im−1 (A.7)
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Defining η = ε†, we find the the Fierz identity
16εη = −(ηε)− (ηΓε)Γ
−(ηΓIε)ΓI +(ηΓΓIε)ΓΓI
−
1
2
(ηΓIJε)ΓIJ + 1
2
(ηΓΓIJε)ΓΓIJ
+
1
6
(
(ηΓIJKε)ΓIJK − (ηΓΓIJKε)ΓΓIJK
)
−
1
24
(ηΓIJKLε)ΓIJKL (A.8)
For chiral spinors
Γε = ε
Γη = η (A.9)
we have
ηΓI1...Iodd ε = 0 (A.10)
and get the Fierz identity
εη = 1
16
[
−ηε+ 1
2
ηΓIJεΓIJ −
1
24
ηΓIJKLεΓIJKL
]
(1+Γ). (A.11)
and consequently
16(εη−ηε) = ηΓIJεΓIJ
1+Γ
2
. (A.12)
B SO(1,2) gamma matrices
We let γµ denote gamma matrices and c charge conjugation. These have properties
cT = −c
(γµ)T = −cγµc−1 (B.1)
We have the Fierz identity
εη = −1
2
(
ηε+(ηγµε)γµ
)
. (B.2)
An explicit realization is
γ0 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
,γ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
,γ2 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(B.3)
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and
c =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(B.4)
Since also
(γµ)† = γ0γµγ0
(γµ)T = −cγµc−1 (B.5)
and we understand that the choice
c = γ0 (B.6)
amounts to gamma matrices with real components, for instance we could take them as specified
explicitly above.
In such a basis, Majorana spinors also have real components since the majorana condition
ψ = ψT c (B.7)
amounts to the condition
ψ† = ψT (B.8)
if we define ψ = ψ†γ0.
C Reducing SO(8) to SU(4)× U(1)
To reduce BLG theory to ABJM theory we want to reduce the symmetry as
SO(8) → SO(6)×SO(2) = SU(2)×U(1) . (C.1)
We represent the SO(8) gamma matrices
ΓI = (ΓM,Γ7,Γ8) (C.2)
where
ΓM = ΣM ⊗σ1
Γ7 = 1⊗σ2
Γ8 = Σ⊗σ1 (C.3)
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and
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
,
σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
(C.4)
Here ΣM are hermitian SO(6) gamma matrices that we represent as
ΣM =
(
0 ΣM,AB
ΣMAB 0
)
(C.5)
where A is Weyl index of SO(6), its chirality being distinguished by the placing up and down
respectively. Hermiticity amounts to the condition
Σ∗M,AB = −ΣMAB. (C.6)
We also define
Σ =
(
δAB 0
0 −δAB
)
. (C.7)
We use index notation as follows. The spinor and co-spinor are decomposed as
ξα =
(
ξA
ξA
)
ξα˙ =
(
ξA
−ξA
)
. (C.8)
Accordingly, matrices (linear maps on the space of these vectors) are represented as
Mα ˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mα˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mαβ =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
,
Mα˙ ˙β =
(
MAB MAB
MAB MAB
)
(C.9)
and these in turn sit in an SO(8) matrix(
Mαβ Mα ˙β
Mα˙β Mα˙ ˙β
)
(C.10)
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that maps a spinor (ξα,ξα˙)T into a new spinor with the same spinor index structure.
For the reduction we also need
ΓIJ = (ΓMN,ΓM7,ΓM8,Γ78)
=
(
ΣMN ⊗1,ΣM ⊗ iσ3,ΣMΣ⊗1,−Σ⊗ iσ3
) (C.11)
We define the hermitian SO(8) chirality matrix as
Γ = iΓ1...8 = 1⊗σ3. (C.12)
It is conventient to define supersymmetry parameter
εAB = εMΣM,AB (C.13)
where εM is a real component spinor. This will have the property
(εAB)∗ = −εAB
(εAB)
∗ = −εAB (C.14)
We have that
ΣMAB =
1
2
εABCDΣM,CD = Σ∗M,BA (C.15)
and
ΣMABΣM,CD = −4δCDAB
ΣMABΣMCD = −2εABCD. (C.16)
D Some more useful relations
The N = 8 Fierz identity is
εIηJ −ηIεJ = −ε[IηJ]+ ε(IγµηJ)γµ, (D.1)
D.1 N = 6
Fierz identities read
ΣMABΣNCD = −(ΣMN)[AEε|E|B]CD−
1
3δ
MNεABCD
ΣMABΣN,CD = −2(ΣMN)[A[Cδ
D]
B] −
2
3δ
MNδCDAB . (D.2)
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D.2 N = 2
Fierz identities read
εη−ηε = (εX γνηX)γν−2iε[8η7]
ε∗η∗−η∗ε∗ = (εX γνηX)γν+2iε[8η7]
εη∗−ηε∗ =
(
ε7γνη7− ε8γνη8 +2iε(8γνη7)
)
γν (D.3)
and then we have
εγµη−ηγµε = 2εX γµηX
εη−ηε = −4iε[8η7]
ε∗η−η∗ε = 0. (D.4)
D.3 N = 8
Fierz identities are those for N = 6 and N = 2 plus the mixed ones,
εMη−ηMε =
1
2
(
−εMη∗+ εMγµη∗γµ
)
− (ε ↔ η)
εηM −ηεM =
1
2
(
εMη+ εMγµηγµ
)
− (ε ↔ η) (D.5)
E BLG theory
The matter content in BLG theory is eight scalar fields XI and eight fermions ψα where I trans-
forms as a vector and α as a chiral spinor of the global internal symmetry group SO(8). We
denote SO(8) gamma matrices as ΓI and SO(1,2) gamma matrices as γµ. We define the chirality
matrix of SO(8) as
Γ = Γ1...8. (E.1)
We denote by c the charge conjugation matrix in SO(1,2). The charge conjugation matrix of
SO(8) can be chosen to be unity. The fermions are constrained by
Γψ = −ψ
ψ = ψT c (E.2)
Here ψ = ψ†γ0. If we let γ0 = c this is the SO(8) Majorana-Weyl spinor condition ψ† = ψT ,
that is all components are real. We let εα˙ denote a supersymmetry parameter,
Γε = ε
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ε = εT c (E.3)
which will then also have real components. We let Aµ denote a non-dynamical gauge field and
define covariant derivative as Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ. In these conventions the N = 8 supersymmetry
transformations read
δXI = iεα˙ΓIα˙αψα
δψα = −γµΓIαα˙εα˙DµXI +
1
6ΓIαα˙ΓJα˙βΓKβ ˙βε ˙β[XI,XJ,XK]
δAµ = −iεα˙γµΓIα˙β[·,ψβ,XI] (E.4)
They close on-shell. In particular the fermionic equation of motion reads
γµDµψ−
1
2
ΓIJ[ψ,XI,XJ] = 0. (E.5)
E.1 Trial BLG theory
We can use triality of SO(8) to rotate 8v,8s,8c. We want to do this in such a way that the ABJM
SO(6) R-symmetry is embedded in SO(8) in such a way that we have the decomposition rules
8s → 4+4′
8c → 4+4′
8v → 6+1+1 (E.6)
To this end we make the following triality rotation of matter fields and supersymmetry parame-
ters,
XI → Xα
ψα → ψα˙
εα˙ → εI. (E.7)
The BLG theory is then mapped to a trial theory where supersymmetry transformations read
δXαa = iεIΓIαα˙ψα˙a
δψα˙a = −γµΓIα˙αεIDµXαa +
1
6ΓKα˙αΓKβγ˙ΓIγ˙γεI[Xα,Xβ,Xγ]
δAµ = −iεIγµΓIα ˙β[·,ψ ˙β,Xα] (E.8)
To understand this, one just re-labels indices and defines
ΓIαα˙ = Γα˙Iα = Γαα˙I
ΓIα˙α = ΓαIα˙ = Γα˙αI. (E.9)
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To relate to the ABJM supersymmetry transformations, we decompose
Xαa =
(
ZAa
ZaA
)
,
ψα˙a =
(
ψAa
−ψAa
)
(E.10)
into Weyl spinors of SO(6) and we let
εI = (ε
M,ε7,ε8). (E.11)
A Majorana-Weyl spinor X of SO(8) is subject to
X† = XT . (E.12)
We introduce a complex supersymmetry parameter
ε ≡ ε7 + iε8 (E.13)
We can parametrize the six supersymmetries by the supersymmetry parameters
εAB ≡ εMΣM,AB,
εAB =
1
2
εABCDε
CD (E.14)
These supersymmetry variations become
δZAa = −iεABψBa
δZaA = iεABψBa
δψAa = −γµεABDµZaB +
(
εABZbBZcCZ
C
d + ε
BCZbBZcCZ
A
d
)
f dabc
δψAa = γµεABDµZBa −
(
εABZBb Z
C
c Z
d
C + εBCZ
B
b Z
C
c Z
d
A
)
f bcda
δA˜µba = −i
(
εABγµψAcZdB− εABγµZAc ψBd
)
f bcda (E.15)
We also have two more supersymmetries in trial BLG theory, parametrized by ε and ε∗. These
are
δZAa = ε∗ψAa
δZaA = −εψAa
δψAa = −iγµε∗DµZAa + iε∗ZcBZBd f dabcZbA−
i
3εε
ABCDZbBZcCZDd f dabc
δψAa = iγµεDµZaA− iεZBc ZdB f bcdaZAb +
i
3ε
∗εABCDZBb Z
C
c Z
Dd f bcda
δA˜µba = −
(
εγµZAc ψdA + ε∗γµψAc ZdA
)
f bcda. (E.16)
Now we wrote these BLG supersymmetry variations in an ABJM notation but they are gauge
covariant, and close on-shell, only when the structure constants f bcda are real and totally anti-
symmetric, and indices are raised by δab.
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